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Abstract
Titanium dioxide nanoparticles are being used in ever increasing amounts and
applications in many consumer products and industrial processes including water
treatment. These nanoparticles have not been shown to be toxic to humans via ingestion,
but it is worthwhile to develop a portable and rapid detection method to quantify the
concentration of nanoparticles in treated drinking water. A preliminary study on how
chelating ligands influence the dispersion and ζ-potential of TiO2 nanoparticles was
performed. An additional study was designed to find ligands that would fluoresce when
bound to TiO2 by measuring the level of adsorption but was ultimately unsuccessful.
These two studies did, however, show which ligands best improve the suspension of TiO2
in water.
Photocatalytic nanomaterials are widely utilized in a variety of products including
self-cleaning coatings and some water treatment technologies. To support the safe use
of photocatalytic nanomaterials, it is essential to have low cost methods to rapidly,
preferably in the field, detect residual photocatalysts in water. Current technologies with
low detection limits are largely based upon mass quantification rather than functional
behavior that is intrinsic to the nanomaterial (e.g., photocatalysis). Current mass-based
detection techniques require expensive analytical equipment (e.g., inductively coupled
plasma mass spectroscopy, ICP-MS) and often complex sample preparation (e.g.,
filtration, acidification, microwave digestion). Therefore, we developed a simple and
portable method that exploits the photocatalytic reactivity of titanium dioxide (TiO2)
nanoparticles to detect and quantify these materials in various aqueous matrices
including synthetic soft and hard waters. Three TiO2 nanomaterials are used in this study
v

with various crystalline structure and sizes from 18 nm up to 30 nm. The method
quantifies TiO2 nanomaterials in water at levels comparable to background titanium
concentrations in surface waters. Within a 15-minute run time, the detection limit for a
NIST reference TiO2 in distilled water is 0.6 ppb with a quantitation limit of 1.9 ppb.
However, these limits increased for soft and hard water due to artifacts associated with
dissolved inorganic solids. Detection and quantitation limits were also higher for less
photocatalytic materials such as pure anatase and rutile nanoparticles.
Lastly, TiO2 nanoparticles were studied using single particle ICP-MS in a two-week
aging study in synthetic water matrices including distilled, soft, and hard drinking water.
This study was designed to quantify the effect of how increasing concentrations of
dissolved inorganic solids affect the size distribution and particle number of nanoparticles
over an extended period. However, the nanoparticles used in the study were slowly
removed from suspension by adhering to the inner walls of the test tubes used to contain
each sample solution. Some insights are made on the changes over time in nanoparticle
sizes, the influence of dissolved inorganics on these particles, and the influence of particle
size and type.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction
Nanoparticles are a current hot and attractive topic in science and research, and
have led to myriads of applications and inventions in many fields.1 Nanoparticles, or
nanomaterials, are defined as a structure or material, either naturally occurring, incidental,
or engineered, typically with two lengths or dimensions between 1 and 100 nanometers
but sometimes only one dimension as in the case of nanosheets.2–4 These nanoparticles
may contain metals, metal oxides, or carbon compounds and can be functionalized or
coated in many different ways including inorganic and organic coatings or functional
groups.5 Furthermore, their activity and reactivity may be controlled via their crystalline
structure, size, and shape, which includes spherical, cylindrical, cubic, octahedral, or
planar nanoparticles.6,7
One reason nanoparticles are of great scientific interest is their nano-scale sizedependent properties such as plasmon resonance and superparamagnetism.8–10 These
novel properties arise, in part, from the high surface area to volume ratio found in
nanomaterials and the large proportion of exposed atoms at the surface of these particles.
These surface exposed atoms have more energy than that of the internal atoms in other,
larger materials (called bulk materials) due to the high-energy bonds found in insufficiently
coordinated atoms at the surface.7,11,12 These uncoordinated atoms are called surface
defects and contribute to the high reactivity and catalytic activity of some nanoparticles.13
Bulk materials, on the other hand, often exhibit the same chemical and physical properties
at any size.
As the proportion of surface atoms increases with decreasing particle size,
materials that would otherwise be inert become highly reactive catalysts. Some size
1

dependent properties that can alter chemical properties include reactivity and catalysis
(resulting in changes in toxicity to live organisms)14–16, changes in thermal properties such
as a reduced melting point for many metal nanomaterials17–19, changes in mechanical
properties including adhesion and capillary forces20,21, changes in optical properties such
as absorption and scattering of light22,23, changes in electronic properties such as
tunneling current, conductivity and quantum confinement24,25, and magnetic properties
such as superparamagnetism.
The growing number of applications for engineered nanomaterials has led to an
increase in demand in the production of nanomaterials. In 2013, it was estimated that
global production of engineered nanomaterials would be between 260,000 to 309,000
metric tons for a variety of nanomaterials including titanium dioxide, silver, iron and iron
oxides, zinc oxide, copper and copper oxides, alumina, cerium oxide, nanoclays, carbon
nanotubes, and silica.26 In 2018, via an industrial survey, it was estimated that production
of engineered nanomaterials would increase by an average of 5% annually.27 However,
these numbers are highly speculative since most companies do not freely publish data
on production, products, or formulations for materials. Furthermore, advancements in
various products may increase production of certain materials such as quantum dots for
electronics or silver nanoparticles in medical devices and packaging when compared to
others.28
Suffice it to say that nanomaterials will be produced in growing amounts and
incorporated into new or existing products at increasing rates. It is, therefore, vital to
develop the science surrounding nanomaterials, their aging in various media, and
methods of detection wherein engineered nanomaterials can be properly quantified in
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soils, water, air, and waste. Specifically, however, is the incorporation of nanomaterials
in products that may be used to treat water or alter the characteristics of food that is to be
ingested. Nanotechnology-enabled water treatment is a growing sector of nanomaterial
products and is intended to exploit the novel properties of nanomaterials increase the
efficiency, efficacy, and selectivity or water treatment processes.29–31
Of the many varied nanomaterials and composites, nano-titanium dioxide has
been used extensively in consumer products and is one of the most produced engineered
nanomaterials.26

This dissertation will focus on the chemistry of titanium dioxide

interactions with organic molecules and inorganic ions in water.

In particular, the

interaction of various organic ligands with titanium dioxide nanoparticles, the process and
rates of degradation or oxidation of organic compounds that can be used for sensing
titanium dioxide, and how various water formulations with varying levels of dissolved
organic and inorganic compounds affect the aging, agglomeration, and size of the
nanoparticles.

3

Chapter 2 : Literature Review
2.1. Titanium Dioxide Nanoparticles
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) powders and materials have been widely used and
researched recently due to their usefulness as a light scattering compound32, reactive
oxygen species (ROS) generator33,34, food and cosmetic additive35, and photocatalyst
among many applications.36 TiO2 particles with sizes less than 100 nm, classified as
nanoparticles, have also increased in production and use.37 Indeed, the applications of
titanium dioxide nanoparticles have been increasing year by year at an accelerated
pace.38–40 TiO2 is now used in numerous solutions, coatings, food products, materials,
and catalytic processes. The list extends to reflective paints, self-cleaning coatings,
coloring for powdered food products, anti-caking agents, photocatalysis, and water
treatment.41 Furthermore, these particles have high catalytic properties per a given mass
and display interesting electronic properties that can be used in water treatment including
organic material oxidation and nitrate reduction.42,43
It was estimated in 2011 that TiO2 nanoparticles were among the top five
nanoparticles used in paints and consumer products.44 Nanoparticles used in these
applications have a wide range of crystallographic compositions, size, shape, and surface
coatings.45 There are three common crystalline forms of titanium dioxide found in nature:
anatase, rutile, and brookite. Brookite is not produced commercially or incorporated in
many products and is relatively rare in nature.46 Rutile has the highest commercial
production and is the most common titanium dioxide bearing mineral found in nature. The
next most stable and common form, anatase, is featured in most research on TiO2
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photocatalysts due to its photoactivity.47 However, some compounds used commercially
are a mixture of rutile and anatase phases (e.g. Aeroxide P25).48
Titanium dioxide materials and nanoparticles have been used extensively in water
treatment and much research has been performed in that sphere.10,41,49 Some examples
include

photocatalytic

nitrate

reduction42

and

advanced

oxidation

technology

(photocatalysis).50 Advanced oxidation technologies employ the generation of reaction
oxidation species to degrade organic pollutants as shown with bisphenol A51,
trichlorophenol

(TCP),

2,4-dichlorophenol

(2,4-DCP),

and

sodium

benzoate52,

methylethylketone53, rhodamine B as a representative dye pollutant54, petroleum refinery
wastewater55, and other model pollutants.56
Recently, greater interest has been expressed in the potential toxicity of TiO2 to
Indeed, the French Agency for Food,

human, animal, and plant health.46,57,58

Environmental and Occupational Health and Safety (ANSES) recently published an article
exploring the risks and hazards of titanium dioxide as a food additive.59,60 For this reason,
there will likely be more research into characterization and detection methods for TiO2
nanoparticles. Furthermore, an expansion of research into the interactions of TiO2 and
bacteria, plants, and animal cells is likely to occur. Developing a detection method for
TiO2 that provides a rapid and portable means of detecting particles in water is important
and worthwhile.61–67

2.2. Detection Methods for Nanoparticles in Water
The most commonly used and commercially produced titanium dioxide
nanoparticles in water treatment are Aeroxide (Degussa) P25 and Hombikat UV100. As
the utilization of nanomaterials increases, release and consequent exposure will be more
5

likely in the future.

Water treatment vessels will be built to prevent the loss of

nanoparticles for sustainability and safety reasons; however, no system is perfectly safe,
and some release may occur. It logically follows that more nanoparticles will be released
into environmental sinks such as water, landfills, soil, and, to a lesser extent, the air.68
An increasing number of studies have shown risks to human health from nanoparticle
exposure using animal and plant models but the possible hazards cannot be adequately
measured at this moment.69–72

However, it is important to detect and quantify

nanoparticles in materials that provide an easy path of exposure such as drinking water
and especially drinking water that has been treated with nano-enabled water
technologies.
The standard for the detection and quantification of most nanoparticles in solution
(mainly metal oxides or metal materials) is the single particle-inductively coupled plasma
mass spectrometer (spICP-MS).

Whereas, scanning electron microscopy and

transmission electron microscopy have a high degree of sample preparation and
complexity, spICP-MS has very high throughput and extremely high sensitivity.73
However, spICP-MS does not adequately measure the morphology or size of a
nanoparticle but instead assumes a shape (selected by the user) to calculate primary
particle size.74 Dynamic light scattering (DLS) is also a useful technique for measuring
the size or presence of nanoparticles in solution but suffers from interference by
agglomerates or poly-disperse samples and primarily measures the hydrodynamic size
and not the true particle size.75 DLS was not designed as a detection technique but as a
characterization technique for particles with known composition in suspension.
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However, these methods require some level of sample preparation (albeit minimal
for ICP-MS and DLS for water samples), are expensive, are not typically rapid and are
not portable. Furthermore, except for DLS, the instruments require a high degree of
facility support including vacuum pumps, refrigerants, high voltage sources, gas cylinders
(such as argon for ICP-MS) and exhaust systems. There is a need for a simple, portable,
rapid, and inexpensive technique for determining the concentration of nanoparticles in
water samples that can be performed on site or at a lab with minimal facility support or
training. The primary way to detect nanoparticles under these parameters are via UV-Vis
absorption spectroscopy or fluorescence spectroscopy.

2.3. Nanoparticles Detection via Fluorescence
When comparing UV-Visible spectroscopy and fluorescence spectroscopy,
fluorescence techniques have the capability to have a better detection limit due to the
active nature of fluorescence vs the passive nature of UV-Vis absorption. Fluorescence
measures the active emission of photons from a sample against a “dark” background
whereas UV-Visible absorption measures the difference between a blank (typically the
solvent) and the light absorbed by a sample. Therefore, it is likely that a highly sensitive
technique that can measure nanoparticles in a part per billion (ppb) range would be a
fluorescent technique. Indeed, recent publications have shown that UV-Vis absorption or
fluorescence spectroscopy could use an indirect method by measuring the loss of a dye,
loss of fluorescence, or increase in fluorescence due to oxidation catalyzed by a
suspended nanoparticle.76,77
To date, most research involving fluorescence particles or nanomaterials has
taken place in the biomedical sphere. Titanium dioxide nanoparticles have been used in
7

medical imaging and in cancer treatments. These fluorescent nanomaterials are typically
functionalized with fluorescein isothiocyanate.78 Some questions remain on the stability
of the fluorescent labels when attached to nanoparticles that are used in photocatalytic
processes. TiO2 is mainly used in photocatalytic processes that degrade organic matter
and molecules in water. To prevent the possibility of a fluorescent tag being degraded,
TiO2 could instead be used to create a fluorescent molecule using its photocatalytic
activity. Studies have shown that terephthalic acid can be used as a hydroxyl scavenging
molecule which fluoresces upon its reaction with a hydroxyl radical and the formation of
2-hydroxyterephthalate (2-hTPA).77

2.4. Dynamic and Electrophoretic Light Scattering
Fluorescent and UV-Vis detection studies cannot, however, be easily performed
for materials that tend to agglomerate in solution and fall out of suspension. For example,
TiO2 nanoparticles have a significant tendency to agglomerate in solution, especially
aqueous solutions, and settle out. The hydrophobic neutral charge on the surface of TiO2
is the primary cause for the reversible agglomeration and resulting sedimentation.
Removing the neutral charge through surface modification may result in improved
aqueous suspensions with lower rates of aggregation and sedimentation.
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and electrophoretic light scattering (ELS) are both
powerful methods that can be used to explore not only the size of particles but the
electrical double layer that plays an influential role on the suspension and dispersal of the
nanoparticles in aqueous solutions. ELS is a technique used to measure the surface
charge of a particle in a suspension as shown in Figure 2.1. By applying a potential to

8

the solution within a folded capillary disposal cell and observing the movement of particles
within that capillary, the surface charge of the particle can be measured.

Figure 2.1. Diagram displaying a folded capillary cuvette used for ζ-potential measurements and the
collection of ions around a negatively charged particle suspended in a dispersion medium and the
potential difference as a function of distance from the particle surface

Using this method, the adsorbed layers of charge can be understood and
manipulated to improve suspension and dispersal. These charged layers are responsible
for generating repulsive forces within a suspension and are therefore essential for
preventing aggregation. DLS and ELS have been used in many studies to investigate the
interactions between titanium dioxide nanoparticles and various organic molecules
including citric acid, natural organic molecules, dimercaptosuccinic acid, and polyacrylic
acid.79–81 Simple surface modification by pH variation and ligand coating may provide
increased suspension and decreased aggregation thus preserving particle size and
surface-dependent properties. Furthermore, green approaches, such as using benign or
9

non-toxic ligands, are essential in modifying nanoparticles in food related products such
as milk, anti-caking agents used in food or food colorants.

2.5. Single Particle Inductively Coupled Plasma – Mass Spectrometry
Single particle ICP-MS is a powerful method for detecting, quantifying, and sizing
a wide range of nanoparticles. spICP-MS is an improvement upon ICP-MS wherein
particles and ions within water are atomized in an argon plasma and then detected via a
quadrupole magnetic analyzer. The improvement lies in the software’s ability to discern
between ionic atoms and atoms that were part of nanoparticles. Nanoparticles are
taken up from the sample solution and introduced to the instrument via a nebulizer and
spray chamber. The transport efficiency of particles entering the instrument from spray
chamber is typically around six to eight percent so most nanoparticles are lost to waste.
After introduction to the torch, the particles are ionized in the argon plasma. The ion
deflector selects for the mass of interest as well as the mass analyzer which direct a
stream of ions to the detector. After detection, the data can be processed and particle
diameter can be calculated as shown in Figure 2.2.
Running in this mode, the instrument is able to detect pulses of ions on a particle
to particle basis and quantify the amount of atoms within an individual particle.
Advancements in this technique have widely stemmed from an increase in the
acquisition speed of newer instruments. The dwell time of an instrument refers to the
period of time when a measurement is occuring and can be compared to the integration
time of a spectrometer or the exposure of a photograph. Indeed, just as cameras with
fast shutter speeds and low exposure times can capture an image of something moving
very quickly through the frame, a spICP-MS has a dwell time of such a short duration,
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on the scale of tens of microseconds, that it can capture or measure the amount atoms
within a nanoparticle.82 However, due to the high sensitivity of the instrument, particle
samples must be diluted to extremely low concentrations in the microgram per liter, or
parts per billion, range. Environmental samples, which are already at a very low level,
can be measured without preconcentration techniques or methods, yielding a high
throughput method for particle characterization.83 In Chapter 6 of this work, spICP-MS
will be put to use by measuring the amount of particles in simulated drinking waters and
how they transform in size and particle concentration over time.

Figure 2.2. Schematic overview of single particle inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry.
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Chapter 3 : Insights on Ligand Interactions with Titanium Dioxide
Nanoparticles via Dynamic Light Scattering and
Electrophoretic Light Scattering1
3.1. Introduction
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) nanoparticles have been widely used and researched
recently due to their usefulness as a light scattering compound,84 reactive oxygen species
(ROS) generator,85,86 food and cosmetic additive,87 and photocatalyst among many other
applications.88

Nanoparticles used in these applications have a wide range of

crystallographic compositions, size, shape, and surface coatings.

However, TiO2

nanoparticles have a significant tendency to aggregate in solution, especially aqueous
solutions, and settle out.89 The hydrophobic neutral charge on the surface of TiO2 is the
primary cause for the aggregation and resulting sedimentation.90 Removing the neutral
charge through surface modification may result in better aqueous suspensions.91
Recently, using nanoparticles for pollutant and foulant removal or transformation
via oxidation has gained strong interest in the field of water remediation.29

TiO2

nanoparticles have been used photo-catalytically in self-cleaning and anti-fouling water
treatment membranes,92 formation of singlet oxygen states and consequent destructive
oxidation of organic pollutants,93–97 and the reduction of oxoanions in water.43,98 Lately,
reactors have been designed by affixing TiO2 nanoparticles to optical fibers attached to
LEDs.99 Treatment vessels such as these could be used for efficient water treatment

1 This chapter has previously appeared as an article in Microchemical Journal. The original citation is as follows:
Turley, R. S.; Benavides, R.; Hernández-Viezcas, J. Á.; Gardea-Torresdey, J. L. Insights on Ligand Interactions with
Titanium Dioxide Nanoparticles via Dynamic Light Scattering and Electrophoretic Light Scattering. Microchemical
Journal 2018, 139, 333–338. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.microc.2018.03.015.
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while preventing nanoparticle escape. Other promising applications of titanium dioxide
are in the bioremediation of oil in contaminated soils100 and the photocatalytic degradation
of air-borne organic compounds.101 However, questions arise on how the nanoparticles
will preserve their properties in complex matrices such as water and soil.102–104
Exploration of nanoparticle suspensions via dynamic and electrophoretic light scattering
are essential in understanding a material’s properties.
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and electrophoretic light scattering (ELS) are both
important methods that can be used to explore not only the size of particles but the
electrical double layer that plays an influential role on the suspension and dispersal of the
nanoparticles in aqueous solutions. Electrophoretic light scattering is a technique that
measures the surface charge of a particle in a suspension. By applying a potential to the
solution within a folded capillary disposal cell and observing the movement of particles,
within that capillary, the surface charge of the particle can be calculated. Through this
method, the adsorbed layers of charge can be understood and manipulated to improve
suspension and dispersal.

These charged layers are responsible for generating

electrostatic repulsive forces within a suspension and are, therefore, essential for
preventing aggregation.105 DLS and ELS have been used in several studies to investigate
the interactions between titanium dioxide nanoparticles and various organic molecules
including citric acid,106 natural organic molecules,90 dopamine,85,107,108 other enediol
ligands,109,110 dimercaptosuccinic acid,111 and other larger surfactants.112,113
Previous reports have focused on thiolation or coordination of TiO2 nanoparticles
using dimercaptosuccinic acid, urea, oleic acid, and citric acid.80,106,114–118 Mohan et al.
synthesized TiO2 nanoparticles in conjunction with stearic acid dispersed in toluene.81
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The capped nanoparticles of around 7 nm in size were then functionalized with 2,3dimercaptosuccinic acid, which made them easily suspended in water. Similarly, Seo et
al. synthesized hydrophobic TiO2 nanoparticles and modified them in a solution of toluene
and dimercaptosuccinic acid dissolved in methanol. The resulting nanoparticles were
easily dispersed in water after recovery.111 Most studies focused on nanoparticles with
sizes typically between 5 and 20 nm and all were below 50 nm. No existing study
experimented with ligand interactions of TiO2 nanoparticles that were larger than 50 nm.
Simple surface modification by pH variation and ligand coating may provide
increased suspension and decreased aggregation, thus, preserving particle size and
surface-dependent properties.105,118,119 Furthermore, green approaches, such as using
benign or non-toxic ligands, are essential in modifying nanoparticles in food related
products such as milk, anti-caking agents used in food, or food colorants. Therefore,
some ligands in this study were selected primarily due to their non-toxic nature. For
example, DMSA is already administered orally and intravenously to humans for the
treatment of heavy metal toxicity.120 It can also be easily purchased over-the-counter as
an oral supplement.121 Herein, we present the results of various surface modifications of
TiO2 nanoparticles by complexation with nineteen ligands over a range of pH values,
ligand equivalents, and nanoparticle concentrations.

We also investigated the

mechanisms pertaining to why some ligands work better than others in TiO2-ligand
systems.

3.2. Experimental
3.2.1. Standards and Reagents
The following chemicals were purchased and used in the experiments: uncoated
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rutile titanium dioxide nanoparticles with a size of 50 ± 25 nm (US Research
Nanomaterials, Inc. http://www.us-nano.com/inc/sdetail/7710), hydrochloric acid (SCP
Science), sodium hydroxide pellets (Mallinckrodt), citric acid, oxalic acid, lactic acid
(racemic), diethyldithiocarbamic acid, malic acid, mandelic acid, citramalic acid, gallic
acid,

potassium

D-gluconate,

diethylenetriaminepentaacetic

acid

dimethylethanolamine
(Sigma

Aldrich),

(DMEA),
sodium

and
citrate,

ethylenediaminetetraacetate tetrasodium salt (EDTA), urea, and dimethylglyoxime
(Fisher

Scientific),

and

dimercaptosuccinic

acid

(DMSA),

ammonium

oxalate

monohydrate, 3-(N-Morpholino) propanesulfonic acid sodium salt, and L-glutamine (Alfa
Aesar). High resistivity (>18.2 MΩ) water was provided by a Millipore filtration apparatus
and used to prepare all aqueous solutions.
3.2.2. DLS and ELS Measurements
Particle size and ζ-potential measurements were made using a Malvern Zetasizer
Nano ZS-90. Disposable polystyrene cuvettes purchased from Malvern were used for
the dynamic light scattering measurements. The scattering angle of the measurement
was 90° with refractive index of the particles of 2.61. All measurements used water as
the dispersant with a refractive index of 1.330. Each sample was allowed to equilibrate
inside the instrument for 120 s before measurement with an equilibration of 25.0 ± 0.1 °C.
Three measurements were made for each solution with each measurement averaged
over 70 s. Via this method, aggregation of the sample could be determined over a
relatively short period of time.
ζ-potential was measured using the same instrument as the DLS experiments,
which employs a laser Doppler electrophoresis procedure. Via this method, mobility
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within a capillary is measured from which the ζ-potential can be calculated using
Smoluchowski’s approximation. Disposable folded capillary cells were used for the ζpotential measurements and sonicated solutions were loaded with a syringe to ensure no
air bubbles were trapped in the folded capillary. Each end of the capillary tube were
capped to prevent further gas exchange with the atmosphere during measurement. The
equilibration temperature was 25.0 ± 0.1 °C for each measurement.
3.2.3. Solution Preparation
For the initial particle size measurements, 10 mg of TiO2 nanoparticles were added
to 50 mL centrifuge tubes along with the appropriate mass of ligand. One, two, and three
equivalents by mole of ligand were added to each centrifuge tube followed by 20mL of
water resulting in a 500 mg∙L-1 TiO2 solutions. Centrifuge tubes containing solutions were
placed on tube rockers for 24 h to allow time for adequate ligand association. After
thorough mixing, solutions were removed from tube rockers and samples were drawn
promptly for analysis. The samples from each solution were added to the proper cuvette
for measurement using DLS on the Zetasizer instrument.
When measuring the ζ-potential of the nanoparticles in solution, 1:20 dilutions were
made using the prepared 500 mg∙L-1 TiO2 solutions resulting in 25 mg∙L-1 solutions.
These dilutions were necessary when measuring ζ-potential to prevent multiple scattering
effects that could obscure results. However, the dilutions were not made too dilute, which
would introduce error via other particulate matter inadvertently introduced into the solution
from the stock compounds used.122
3.2.4. pH Adjustment
pH adjustments were made using 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001 M solutions of sodium
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hydroxide and hydrochloric acid. pH measurements were made using an Orion pH meter
model 420A. Additions were minimized to less than a half a millimeter to maintain solution
concentrations. Three solutions were made for each ligand at 1 equivalent by diluting the
original 500 ppm solutions down to 25 ppm TiO2 and adjusting pH to between 4 and 5.5,
6.5-7.5, and 8.5-10 each. After another 24-hour mixing session, ζ-potential and dynamic
light scattering measurements were taken to determine suspension stability and particle
size.

3.3. Results and Discussion
When measuring nanoparticles using DLS, all Z-averaged hydrodynamic
diameters were much larger than the reported numbers given by the manufacturer. This
is partly due to the excessive influence that aggregates have on the signal and, therefore,
the calculation of average particle size within a solution.123,124

In many of the

measurements conducted, the size distribution was multi-modal and was polydisperse.
This is partly due to the fact that the particle properties or chemical interactions are not
directly measured using DLS or ELS but are rather inferred based on their motion due to
either Brownian motion or electrophoretic behavior.125

However, DLS is useful in

observing general trends of ligand-TiO2 interaction and not necessarily the true size of
the nanoparticles in solution. Considering this, data presented in Table 1 should be
viewed comparatively and not as an absolute measurement of the nanoparticles size in
solution.
Table 3.1. shows a few general trends that were observed across the series of
ligands used in these experiments. Overall, ligand equivalency did not affect aggregation
and often increased aggregation and particle size at higher ligand equivalencies. The
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surface of nanoparticles is likely saturated with ligand interactions at below unity ligand
equivalencies and increasing the amount of ligand in solution does nothing to help particle
separation. The higher concentrations of dissolved organic molecules in the solution
increase the ability of the nanoparticles to aggregate and, in so doing, prevent the
chelators intended effect.
Table 3.1. Results of hydrodynamic size for 500 ppm titanium dioxide nanoparticle and ligand solutions
and ζ-potential measurements for select ligand-nanoparticle combinations at a concentration of 25 ppm
for titanium dioxide nanoparticles and 1 equivalent
Ligand added
Control (no addition)
Citric acid
Oxalic acid
Lactic acid
Ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid
Sodium citrate tribasic
Dimercaptosuccinic acid
Urea
Ammonium oxalate
Dimethylethanolamine
MOPS Sodium salt
Pentetic acid
Diethyldithiocarbamic acid
Malic Acid
Mandelic acid
Citramalic acid
Dimethylglyoxime
Gallic acid
Potassium gluconate
L-glutamine

500 ppm Size Measurements (nm)
1
2
3
equivalent
equivalents
equivalents
242
262
210
2316
2493
2686
1892
1692
1907
364
562
1230

25ppm ζ- potential (mV)
pH 5

pH 7

31
-29.9
-28.8
6.3

10.9

-7.9

-5.9

1.9

-27

-27

-5

-15.8

545

1984

3050

-16.3

302
599
264
1575
198
306
1622
312
2055
820
1547
229
520
418
364

416
534
314
1609
192
411
1372
355
1714
1691
1551
247
724
841
562

437
951
261
1890
188
1244
1540
431
2274
1479
1696
227
918
868
1230

-35
-40.7
-13.3
-26
32.3
20.3
23.3
-6.7
-22
-0.5
-15
28
-25
-15

pH 9

Depending on the structure of the ligand and resulting pKa values, acidic pH
improved ζ-potential for most ligands and basic pH improved ζ-potential only for
diethyldithiocarbamic acid as shown in Table 3.1. Indeed, when TiO2 is alone in solution,
a departure from neutral pH preserves particle size and prevents aggregation (see Figure
18

3.1. and Figure 3.2.). This is likely due to the increase of charged particles surrounding
the nanoparticles and weakly coordinating with the negatively charged oxygen atoms
within TiO2 in the case of positive charges in acidic pH solutions or coordinating with
titanium within the crystal structure for negative charges in basic pH solutions. This pH
dependent suspension ability of TiO2 proves what is already known about hydrophobic
pristine TiO2 nanoparticles: inducing a charge on the surface of the nanoparticle improves
repulsion and decreases aggregation.126

Figure 3.1. Effect of pH on the hydrodynamic size of titanium dioxide nanoparticles in aqueous solution.

The structure and pKa dependency of the chelating compound can be elucidated
from the results of sodium citrate, DMSA, and diethyldithiocarbamic acid solutions when
paired with TiO2 nanoparticles in acidic pH. Figure 3.3. shows the ζ-potential at pH 5 of
select ligands that improved the suspension of TiO2. DMSA, sodium citrate, and DMEA
improved suspension beyond that of pH modification alone. Citric acid and oxalic acid
19

improved suspension beyond the zone of instability and incipient aggregation between -

30 mV and 30 mV but not beyond that of pH modification along. Dimethylglyoxime also
improved suspension but may not be far enough from 0 mV to prevent aggregation. The
other ligands tested had ζ-potential curves well inside the zone of instability.

Figure 3.2. Effect of pH modification on the ζ-potential of pristine titanium dioxide nanoparticles. A pH of 5
provided the best ζ-potential due to the coordination of positively charged ions with the oxygen atoms in
the rutile TiO2. However, the charged species in a solution of pH 9 had minimal effect on the ζ-potential of
the nanoparticles. The nanoparticles likely have better interactions with positively charged ions at the
surface then negatively charged ions.

A possible mechanism implies the complexation of the nanoparticle with a positive
charge under acidic conditions and then coordination with chelating molecules to this
positive charge. For this to happen, the chelating molecules must have a negative charge
on their residuals, which is accomplished via deprotonation under basic conditions.
Sodium citrate has three pKa values one of which is at 6.40 which deprotonates one of
the carboxyl groups and forms a negative charge available for coordination.127 The thiol
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groups of dimercaptosuccinic acid deprotonate at a pKa of 9.68 and 11.14 implying that
for coordination of a bidentate fashion to be uniform, neutral to slightly acidic conditions
are required.120 The same low pH conditions are required for diethyldithiocarbamic acid.
Even though a pH of 2 or 3 was not reached in these experiments, enough of the ligands
must have been deprotonated to allow for chelation of the nanoparticles and consequent
particle size stabilization at a pH of 5.

Figure 3.3. Effect of pH modification and ligand addition (for selected ligands) on the ζ-potential of
pristine titanium oxide nanoparticles. A pH of 5 provided a positively charged layer or coating for the
ligands to interact or coordinate with this improving the ζ-potential and nanoparticle repulsion, thus,
inhibiting nanoparticle aggregation and settling.

Future studies might include ligand equivalencies at fractional molarities of the
TiO2 nanoparticles at levels of a quarter equivalency or half. Even one equivalency may
be excessive when considering the smaller surface area of nanoparticles when compared
to single molecules and more than one point of chelation. If single molecules or metal
centers were used then multiple equivalencies may have been appropriate but for larger
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particles where most of the atoms are embedded inside the particle, equivalencies may
be a meaningless evaluation.
When investigating the stability of a suspension of particles in any liquid, DLS is
well complimented by ELS, which measures ζ-potential of a suspension. ζ-potential is a
measure of the collection of charges around and repulsion between particles in a
suspension. It is very important in designing suspensions that are stable in the selected
solvents. A ζ-potential outside the range of -30 to 30 mV signifies a stable solution in
water. Within the range, the stability ranges from moderate around ± 20 to ± 30 mV and
very unstable the closer to zero the suspension is measured to be.113 Pristine TiO2
nanoparticles are known to be very hydrophobic and quickly aggregate and settle out of
aqueous solutions.

To expand their usefulness and extend the design of aqueous

systems and suspensions, a nanoparticle that can easily be suspended and remain so is
important and beneficial. Testing several coatings and chelating ligands, such as in this
paper, can be developed via electrophoretic light scattering and ζ-potential measurement.
While many ligands and synthesis mechanisms may provide a stable hydrophilic
TiO2 nanoparticle, our simple addition and pH adjustment scheme showed that the
addition of sodium citrate, DMEA, and DMSA improved the ζ-potential and the stability of
the comparatively large nanoparticles in solution (>50 nm). By providing an increase in
charge around the nanoparticle, aggregation is decreased, and repulsion is increased.
The solution was also noticeably cloudy (due to the scattering of light by suspended TiO2)
for an extended period (up to 3 days) as compared to other samples that aggregated and
settled out of solution in a span of hours.
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3.4. Conclusions
Our results indicate that the simple pH modification of TiO2 in solution provides a
substantial increase in the absolute value of ζ-potential and an improvement in
hydrodynamic size.

Inclusion of ligands such as sodium citrate, DMEA, DMSA,

dimethylglyoxime, and oxalic acid also improve suspension in solution and increase
repulsion between nanoparticles of size 50 ± 25 nm. Dimethylethanolamine improved the
hydrodynamic size beyond that of simple pH modification alone. These results show that
lowering the pH of a solution provides a positively charged coating or layer around
nanoparticles, which then allows organic ligands with negatively charged groups to
associate to the surface of nanoparticles. Hindrance and repulsion can then be active
within suspensions of nanoparticles, which can prevent or substantially delay aggregation
and loss of suspension.
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Chapter 4 : Effect of Ligand Modification and Probe Sonication on the
ζ-potential of Three Forms of Titanium Dioxide Nanoparticles
4.1. Introduction
Nanoparticle and micron sized TiO2 particles tend to aggregate in water
dispersions, especially in distilled water, leading to loss of surface area, activity, and
eventual sedimentation from the suspension.128 Typically, titanium dioxide nanoparticles
are used in slurries with intense mixing to inhibit agglomeration.129

But preventing

agglomeration via chelation, and consequent sedimentation, may lead to improved
properties, higher levels of homogeneity in dispersions, and improved efficiency for
processes involving titanium dioxide.130 Modifying nanoparticle TiO2 with organic ligands
may help to increase their suspension ability across a range of pH values.131,132
One property of nanoparticles that can be readily modified and customized to suit
the needs of a particle suspension is the surface charge and surrounding charge layer of
a nanoparticle which is referred to as ζ-potential.133 ζ-potential is the electrical potential
of ionic species surrounding a particle in a colloidal suspension.134 The surface charge
of a particle will attract positive or negative ions within the dispersion medium eventually
leading to a buildup of charge dependent on the availability of charge within a medium
and the amplitude of surface charge on a particle. This collection of charge can be
measured indirectly by the electrophoretic mobility of a particle under an oscillating
electric field. The mobility can then be used to calculate the ζ-potential. As ζ-potential
moves away from zero in either direction (in other words, as the absolute value of ζpotential increases), particles have an increase of charge around them which will repel
similarly charged particles.

The repulsion of particles prevents agglomeration and
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sedimentation. ζ-potential can be measured using electrophoretic light scattering (ELS),
which is related to dynamic light scattering, but employs a folded capillary cuvette and an
application of an oscillating electrical potential to induce the oscillation of particles and,
by collecting the light scattered by the particles from a laser light source, a measurement
of their mobility. One general principle to consider when measuring the ζ-potential of
particles is that a ζ-potential value between -30 and +30 mV is insufficient to maintain a
dispersion of the particles.135 Between these two values, the charge surrounding particles
is inadequate for repulsion and agglomeration prevention. A good particle dispersion will
have a ζ-potential either greater than 30 mV or less than – 30 mV and excellent dispersion
will have a magnitude greater than 60 mV.136 Modifying nanoparticles with ligands,
changing pH, and/or changing the ionic strength of a solution may improve the ζ-potential
and therefore colloidal stability.
In this study, three types of TiO2 nanoparticles are suspended in separate
solutions, mixed with solutions of various ligands, and their ζ-potentials are measured
as the pH is increased from a value of 3 to 10. The first of the three nanoparticles,
Aeroxide P25, was chosen based on its application in water treatment and
photocatalysis. The remaining two nanoparticles, 18 nm anatase TiO2 nanoparticles
and 30 nm rutile nanoparticles, were chosen to enable a comparison of nanoparticles
based on their size and crystalline structure. Improvements in ζ-potential can lead to
improvements in dispersion and, therefore, uninhibited application of these important
photocatalytic nanoparticles. All three nanoparticles chosen for the study showed
improvements in ζ-potential for all ligands tested. However, DMSA, citric acid, and MSA
showed the greatest improvements to nanoparticle ζ-potential.
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4.2. Experimental
4.2.1. Ligand Selection
From a previous paper using large TiO2 sizes (>50 nm), it was determined that
the best ligands for complexing TiO2 and improving ζ-potential of particles are DMSA,
citric acid, and oxalic acid.137 Based on these results, four other carboxylic acids were
chosen to test the complexation of TiO2 nanoparticles with a primary size of 30 nm and
smaller. These compounds will allow the comparison of number and type of functional
group (thiol and hydroxyl) and chain lengths as shown in Figure 4.1. For chain length

Figure 4.1. Structures of ligands used in comparing the increasing numbers of a) hydroxyl groups, b) thiol
groups, and c) chain length.

dependent effects, oxalic acid, malonic acid, and succinic acid were chosen. To
measure effects of thiol groups, 2-mercaptosuccinic acid and meso-2,3dimercaptosuccinic acid were chosen and compared to succinic acid. Hydroxyl group
effects were tested using DL-tartaric acid, when compared to succinic acid. Citric acid
was also included as a positive control and benchmark due to its good complexation
26

ability of TiO2 observed in previous experiments. Additional chemical characteristics for
these compounds is listed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. Characteristics of seven different chemical ligands used for chelation and ζ-potential
experiments. pKa values were compiled by Williams et al.138

4.2.2. Standards and Reagents
Three TiO2 nanoparticle powders were acquired and used in the study each with
a different size and crystalline makeup. Aeroxide P25 was acquired from Sigma Aldrich.
Aeroxide P25 is a mixture of anatase and rutile crystal structures with a primary particle
size of 21 nm. 18nm anatase and 30 nm rutile nanoparticles were also purchased (US
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Research Nanomaterials, Inc.) The following organic compounds were purchased for the
study and prepared in 10 mM solutions: citric acid, oxalic acid, malonic acid, (Sigma
Aldrich), dimercaptosuccinic acid (Alfa Aesar) DL-tartaric acid, 2-mercaptosuccinc acid,
succinic acid. 0.5 M NaOH and HCl solutions were also prepared as titrants for the
autotitrator. NaOH pellets were purchased from Mallinckrodt and a concentrated HCl
solution was purchased from SCP Science. A Millipore filtration apparatus was used to
prepare all aqueous solutions with high resistivity water (> 18.2 MΩ and less than 3 ppb
dissolved organic matter).
4.2.3. Sonication
For all nanoparticle and ligand combinations, a Crest Ultrasonics bath sonicator
was used for nanoparticle dispersion.

To test the effect and difference of probe

sonication, a BioLogics Model 300VT ultrasonic homogenizer with a probe equipped with
a 19 mm tip was used for the preparation and suspension of TiO2 nanoparticle dispersions
without added ligands. The probe sonicator was calibrated according to NIST standard
protocol 1200-2 to ensure delivered power of 50 watts to each dispersion.139,140 The
sonicator was operated at an 80% pulsed operation mode for 15 min.
4.2.4. Autotitration
A Malvern MPT-2 was used for the autotitration of each solution. Solutions were
prepared using 5 mL of TiO2 dispersion and 5 mL of each ligand solution or water blank.
Solutions were used 30 minutes after combination to provide adequate time for
equilibration and initial adsorption of compound to particle. 0.50 M NaOH and HCl
solutions were prepared and used as titrants. The instrument would initially adjust the pH
of the solution to a beginning pH of 3. Measurements would begin at that pH and continue
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at increments of approximately 0.5 until a pH of 10 was achieved. The pH range of 3 to
10 was chosen according to the manufacturer’s recommendation for the folded capillary
cuvettes. Total added volume of the titrants was generally below 0.5 mL to prevent
dilution effects. A schematic diagram of the autotitration setup is shown in Figure 4.2.
4.2.5. ELS Measurements

Figure 4.2. Diagram of autotitrator setup when equipped with folded capillary cuvette for ζpotential measurements.

ζ-potential of each solution in the pH range of 3 to 10 was measured using a
Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS-90. Calculations were made using water as the dispersant
with a refractive index of 1.330 and a particle refractive index of 2.61. Cuvette holder
temperature was set to the ambient temperature for the laboratory (22.0 ± 0.1 °C) as most
of the solution was equilibrated to room temperature during the experiment.

Laser

doppler electrophoresis acquired data in automatic mode and results were calculated
using Smoluchowski’s approximation. Transfer lines and the folded capillary cell were
carefully filled using the onboard peristaltic pump to displace any air in the lines and
remove any trapped air bubbles. Visual inspection was necessary to ensure no air
bubbles were present in the capillary cell prior to measurements.
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4.2.6. Solution Preparation
2 mg of each nanoparticle powder was added to 50 mL of water to produce
solutions of 40 ppm for each solution.

This concentration is appropriate for the

autotitration and ζ-potential measurement using electrophoretic light scattering. Before
each measurement, each TiO2 suspension was sonicated using a bath sonicator and a
probe sonicator for the blank only according to NIST Special Publication 1200-3 to explore
probe sonicator effects.141 TiO2 nanoparticles were weighed using an analytical balance
and 50 mL of water was added using a volumetric pipette. After sonication, dispersions
were used in experiments and the remaining dispersion was either stored in a cabinet
away from ambient light or in amber borosilicate glassware to minimize light exposure.
Ligand solutions were prepared to a concentration of 10 mM. Solutions with solids that
did not dissolve immediately were placed on a tube rocker for further agitation. However,
due to the low solubility of meso-DMSA in water, the pH was raised using a 0.5 M NaOH
solution to improve solubility. The final pH for this solution was around 4.5 while the other
ligand solutions were at a native pH typically less than 5.

4.3. Results and Discussion
4.3.1. Summary of results
Of the three types of particles examined in this study, 18 nm anatase had the
greatest improvement in ζ-potential across the pH range of 3 to 10 when modified with
chelating organic molecules and 30 nm rutile had the least improvement (Figure 4.2).
Furthermore, the addition of ligands to dispersions of rutile nanoparticles produced a very
minor increase in ζ-potential amplitude in solutions with a pH of 8 to 10. Below a pH of
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Figure 4.3. ζ-potential autotitration curves for P25 (A), anatase (B), and rutile (C) nanoparticles.
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7, only DMSA and MSA increased the ζ-potential amplitude by more than 40%. Pristine
30 nm rutile TiO2 had ζ-potential value of approximately -10 at a pH of 3 but increased in
amplitude rapidly to a ζ-potential of -46 mV at a pH of 11. Within the crucial pH 6 to 8
range, the ζ-potential was around -30 mV to -35 mV. Citric acid, DMSA, and MSA
increased the magnitude of the ζ-potential to -50 within this range for DMSA and MSA
and nearly -55 mV for citric acid. This is a large improvement in the surface charge on
the particle and in the surrounding layer especially at a neutral pH. This large
improvement in ζ-potential results in a reduced likelihood of agglomeration of the
nanoparticles making them more available to chemical or photocatalytic processes. It
would also enable a better dispersion of 30 nm rutile nanoparticles within suspensions or
coatings. However, most ligands did not improve the ζ-potential as significantly. Malonic
acid, succinic acid, tartaric acid and oxalic acid, did not improve the ζ-potential by more
than 20% on average. Malonic acid had a negative effect on rutile nanoparticles below a
pH of 4 and presented an isoelectric point around a pH of 3.
One very widely used and well understood TiO2 nanoparticle product is Aeroxide
P25. It is an 80/20 mix of anatase and rutile, has good photocatalytic properties, and its
uses have recently spread to water treatment. Unmodified P25 had a typical ζ-potential
curve, when compared to the literature, beginning at 30 mV at a pH of 3 and ending at 26 at a pH of 10 with an isoelectric point of 6.53.42,132 However, modification with solutions
of citric acid and MSA increased the ζ-potential throughout a pH range of 3 to 10. DMSA
increased the ζ-potential to below -30 mV at a starting pH of 3 and further increased the
ζ-potential by 60% down to a ζ-potential of -48 mV at a pH of 10. These results also show
that P25 is vulnerable to agglomeration and sedimentation between the pH values of 5
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and 8. However, adding low concentrations of DMSA can improve the ζ-potential to an
acceptable value of -30 beginning at a pH of 3 until a pH of 5 where citric acid is the more
favorable ligand. Similar to the rutile nanoparticles, succinic, malonic, and tartaric acid
showed the least improvement in ζ-potential across the pH range tested and succinic acid
had a lower value of ζ-potential in magnitude at a pH less than 8 than rutile alone.
Unmodified anatase nanoparticles had a very similar ζ-potential curve to P25
nanoparticles with an isoelectric point (IEP) at a pH of 7.3. All ligands lowered the ζpotential across the pH range with only succinic acid and malonic acid modified
nanoparticles having IEPs. DMSA had the highest negative ζ-potential from a pH of 3 to
9 and improved the ζ-potential at a pH of 7 from 2 to -44. This large increase in charge
around the nanoparticles would surely decrease aggregation and ensure a stable
dispersion. Citric acid, MSA, DMSA, and oxalic acid all had very similar ζ-potential curves
beginning at around -15 mV at a pH of 3 and ending at a value of around -40 mV at a pH
of 10.
4.3.2. Influence of Chain Length
Carboxylic acids of increasing chain length were used in the study to examine any
connection increasing number of carbons had on the ζ-potential of TiO2 nanoparticles.
The shortest ligand used was oxalic acid, followed by malonic acid, and finally succinic
acid. There was no appreciable difference in the effects that each ligand had on the
nanoparticles. The impacts across the three nanoparticle types showed a random order
in the change of ζ-potential for the nanoparticles. For instance, with 30 nm rutile TiO2,
oxalic acid improved the ζ-potential the most when compared to malonic acid and then
succinic acid. But for 18 nm anatase nanoparticles, oxalic acid improved ζ-potential better
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than the other two but succinic and malonic acid were very similar in their effects and
succinic acid improved ζ-potential more after a pH of 8.5 than oxalic acid did. For P25
nanoparticles, oxalic acid had the best ζ-potential curve among the three compared here
followed by malonic and then succinic acid. These results show a non-conclusive
influence of chain length on ligand modification of TiO2 nanoparticles.
4.3.3. Influence of Functional Group
To study the impact of functional groups on the ζ-potential of TiO2 nanoparticles,
ligands with an increasing number of hydroxyl or thiol groups were used. Starting with
succinic acid for each type of functional group with zero, the number was increased to
one with mercaptosuccinic acid (thiol) followed by an increase to two functional groups
within the carboxylic end groups, tartaric acid (hydroxyl) and dimercaptosuccinic acid
(thiol). Except in the case of 18 nm anatase nanoparticles, MSA and DMSA had very
similar effects but were a clear improvement over succinic acid. In 18 nm anatase
suspensions, DMSA improved ζ-potential 10 mV beyond that of MSA, on average, but
was an effect only observed in that particular suspension.

Tartaric acid modified

nanoparticles had a higher magnitude ζ-potential overall than dispersions with succinic
acid but the compounds containing thiol groups had a greater improvement overall than
tartaric acid.
4.3.2. Effects on ζ-potential of Probe and Bath Sonication
Some of the most important results are shown in Figure 4.4., which highlights the
difference in results between particles that underwent bath sonication or probe sonication.
Probe sonication is very effective at dispersing agglomerated nanoparticles and is often
used to prepare nanoparticle suspensions.
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Indeed, NIST protocols specify probe

sonication in the preparation of TiO2 suspensions.139,140 However, probe sonication
resulted in significantly different ζ-potential curves for P25 and anatase nanoparticles in
this study when compared to bath sonication and publications from other
researchers.42,132 For P25 nanoparticles, probe sonication had the effect of a much more
negative ζ-potential across the pH range of 3 to 10 and no IEP. The IEP of titanium
dioxide in water is generally accepted to be between a pH of 6 and 7, which has been
confirmed by dozens of publications.142 Likewise, anatase nanoparticles had an IEP of
3.1 using probe sonication but an IEP of 7.3 using bath sonication. A similar study using
anatase nanoparticle of 16 nm had an IEP of 5.8.132 However, when comparing rutile
nanoparticles sonicated via probe and bath to those of another study, no significant
variation is found.
Previous studies have also observed the differential effects of probe sonication as
compared to bath sonication.143–147 Some studies showed changes in ζ-potential after
prolonged probe sonication of 15 minutes as compared to 3 minutes but the changes
were not statistically significant.143 However, the same study observed that prolonged
sonication times may increase the dissolution of metal nanoparticles such as ZnO and
Mn NPs. Roebben et al. reported that CeO2 nanoparticles reversed ζ-potential from
positive to a negative value upon sonication.144 They posited that sonication may affect
the electrical double layer surrounding the particle and, therefore, the consequent ζpotential value but did not present an explanation. Karlsson et al. observed similar
changes to ζ-potential of CuO, Cu, and Cu-Zn nanoparticles dependent upon sonication
strength and delivered energy.145 CuO nanoparticles had an increase in ζ-potential from
+27 mV to +40 mV after probe sonication and Cu nanoparticles increased from near-
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neutral values to +10 mV after probe sonication. Finally, Betts et al. noted that there is a
potential for metal contamination when using direct (probe) sonication.147

This

observation is especially pertinent for the study presented here due to the fact that the
probe used is titanium and the particles are titanium dioxide. However, further research
is required to determine if titanium particles or ions due to probe contamination had an
effect on TiO2 ζ-potential measurements.

Figure 4.4. ζ-potential alteration by probe sonication vs bath sonication for particles in this study compared
to particles used in Doudrick et al.42 and Suttiponparnit et al.132
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4.4. Conclusion
The modification of three dispersions of TiO2 nanoparticles of similar sizes with
organic compounds can increase the charge around a nanoparticle, which will lead to a
decrease in agglomeration and sedimentation. DMSA, citric acid, and MSA increased
the charge, and therefore the ζ-potential, around the nanoparticles to the greatest
degree as compared to the other ligands used and the unmodified suspensions of each
nanoparticle. Furthermore, there was no identifiable relationship between the increase
in ζ-potential and chain length of the various double carboxylic acid ligands used in the
study. However, there was a noticeable effect on ζ-potential of TiO2 nanoparticles when
modifying them with ligands that contained additional thiol or hydroxyl groups. The
greatest increase in ζ-potential as pH was increased was observed with ligands with
thiol groups, namely dimercaptosuccinic acid and mercaptosuccinic acid. Finally, probe
sonication disrupted the pH- ζ-potential curve at pH values > 7 and altered the
measured IEP for anatase and P25 nanoparticles. It is for this reason that future
research focused on ζ-potential measurements of particles in aqueous suspensions
should employ bath sonication rather than direct sonication.
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Chapter 5 : Utilizing Fluorescence of Photocatalytic Probes within a
Portable Sensor to Detect TiO2 in Simulated Drinking Waters2
5.1. Introduction
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) particles with sizes less than 100 nm, classified as
nanoparticles, have significantly increased in production and use.37 TiO2 is used in a
myriad of aqueous solutions, aerosols, coatings, plastic products, food products, and
catalytic processes.35 One field where nanomaterials of all kinds have seen increased
application and utilization is in the purification of drinking water or industrial
wastewater.29,30,148,149

Due to the high surface area to volume ratio and electronic

properties, TiO2 particles have high catalytic properties per a given mass that can be used
in

water

treatment

reduction.42,43,55,150,151

including
Specific

organic
organic

micropollutant
micropollutants

oxidation

or

nitrate

include

pesticides,

pharmaceuticals, and other emerging contaminants of concern.152–154

Like other

advanced oxidation processes such as the use of hydrogen peroxide, ozone, or UV
irradiation155,156, TiO2 based systems have shown equal promise as an advanced
oxidation process (AOP) and is differentiated because it provides an opportunity for
heterogeneous catalysis where localized surface reactions can lead to enhanced
pollutant degradation.148 Beyond photocatalysis, TiO2 is used to adsorb pollutants (e.g.,
arsenic) and nanoparticles of TiO2 can be incorporated into macroscale granulars and
placed in packed bed filters.157,158 In all these cases, there has been relatively little

2

This chapter has been submitted as an article in ACS Sensors. The original submission is as follows: Turley, R. S.;
Bi, Y.; Flores, K.; Hernández-Viezcas, J. Á.; Westerhoff, P.; Gardea-Torresdey, J. L. Utilizing fluorescence of
photocatalytic probes within a portable sensor to detect TiO2 in simulated drinking waters. ACS Sensors, Submitted.
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information available on release of TiO2 from associated nano-enabled water treatment
devices.
TiO2 enabled water treatment devices have been widely researched159–161 and
numerous commercial systems exist that either separate and recirculate TiO2 slurries
using in-line ceramic membranes162–164 or TiO2 is immobilized on highly porous and
fibrous meshes.165 Researchers are exploring ways of immobilizing nanoparticles within
water treatment devices such as through impregnation in carbon block166, immobilization
onto sand or fibers99,129,167, paints or coatings168,169, or capture via magnetic
nanomaterials.170

However, nanomaterials used in water treatment devices can

potentially be released into produced drinking water, industrial wastewater or discharged
to surface waters. Additionally, TiO2 is used in many sunscreens and enter water systems
directly by bathers, and there has been interest in quantifying TiO2 from recreational water
uses.171–175

Occasionally, industrial spills of TiO2 have occurred176, and a field

measurement device to detect TiO2 would provide rapid-response monitoring
opportunities. Because titanium dioxide has been shown in some rodent studies to cause
cellular stress177–180, concerns exist related to potential releases of TiO2 from engineered
treatment systems. While this risk appears low49, based upon limited measurements,
improved analytical techniques for TiO2 analysis are needed for routine monitoring and
safe operations of water treatment processes using TiO2.
Background concentrations of titanium in rivers and lakes are on the order of 1 to
10 parts per billion (ppb or µg/L).49 The most reliable and accurate method of detecting
nanomaterials at these low concentrations is through the use of inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) or more recently, single particle ICP-MS, which
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allows for the quantification and detection of TiO2 nanomaterials in the part per trillion to
part per quadrillion range.181–183 However, the equipment required for the analysis can
be prohibitively expensive, involves hazardous chemicals (e.g., hydrofluoric, nitric and
hydrochloric acids) and high temperature/pressure microwave digestion, requires
knowledge and experience to operate, is located only in centralized laboratories that
result in days to weeks before TiO2 concentration data becomes available. Several
colorimetric methods have been proposed for TiO2 detection in various matrices including
water, food, and other products. For example, Bulbul et al. developed a photocatalytic
and paper-based method for TiO2 detection using methylene blue deposited onto filter
paper.184

This method, while novel, detected TiO2 in the ppm range, which is not

environmentally relevant. Yoe and Armstrong designed a colorimetric method using
disodium-1,2-dihydroxybenzene-3,5-disulfonate and was shown to have a detection limit
for titanium of 10 ppb.185 This method, however, was specific to titanium ions in solution;
TiO2 analysis would, therefore, require an acid digestion step prior to analysis. Lastly,
Hamano et al. established a colorimetric method using diantipyrylmethane for TiO2
detection in foods.186

The minimum level of TiO2 required for determination was

measured at 5 µg/g, but, similar to the previously discussed method, required acid
digestion to liberate titanium ions from TiO2 compounds.
In this paper, we integrate a fluorescent assay into a novel device that can be
used to quantify TiO2 nanoparticles in water at concentrations as low as 2 ppb. This
method has several potential applications including (i) monitoring the change in
photocatalytic reactivity of known nanoparticles in various water matrices, (ii) screening
for the accidental release or loss of nanoparticles from water treatment or other products
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where TiO2 nanoparticles are being utilized, and (iii) screening for the occurrence of
unknown photocatalytic nanomaterials, such as ZnO or TiO2 released from sunscreens,
that may be present in water samples.174,187,188 This preliminary screening, similar to
other developed assays, could then be followed up by more advance analytical methods
including ICP-MS for accurate quantification of number and size concentrations.76
Three types of TiO2 nanoparticles were chosen for the study based on their use in
commercial activities and crystalline structure. One of the three TiO2 nanoparticles
(Aeroxide P25) was chosen based on the application in water treatment and
photocatalysis and use in previous photocatalytic studies77 and use as a NIST reference
material.

The other two nanoparticles were chosen to enable a comparison of

nanoparticles based on their size and crystalline structure. These include 18 nm anatase
nanoparticles and 30 nm rutile nanoparticles. P25 is a mixture of the two crystalline states
of TiO2 while the remaining two samples are homogeneous. TiO2 nanoparticles were
dispersed and suspended in synthetic waters representative of treated drinking water and
then irradiated with a 320 nm compact fluorescent tube light source to produce hydroxyl
radicals (HO•). The HO• then oxidize a probe compound, terephthalic acid (TPA), which
is often employed as a HO• sensor in biological assays.189–192 Upon hydroxylation of TPA,
detectable by a fluorescent sensor. The goal in using this method was to detect TiO2
nanoparticles near the levels of background titanium concentrations in water (1 to 10
ppb). Ultimately, the concentration of TiO2 can be determined at a P25-equivalent level
with a limit of detection of 0.6 ppb and limit of quantitation as low as 1.9 ppb dependent
on the nanoparticle/water formulation combination used.
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5.2. Experimental
5.2.1. Simulated Drinking Water Matrices
To measure the capabilities of the photocatalyst-TPA assay in quantifying the
concentration of NPs in drinking water matrices, we used two drinking water formulations
including distilled water to test for interferences. Simulated drinking waters provide a
standardized chemical matrix that allows future comparison across different analytical
method platforms. Soft drinking water was composed of sodium bicarbonate, calcium
chloride, and magnesium chloride salts with a TDS of 141.6 mg/L with an equivalent of
50 mg/L as CaCO3.193 The hard water formulation was composed of sodium bicarbonate,
calcium chloride, and magnesium sulfate salts with a total dissolved solid of 486.3 mg/L
or the equivalent of 150 mg/L as CaCO3. The amount of each salt in mg/L and mM is
shown in Table 5.1. Each water solution was prepared in high resistivity water (> 18.2
MΩ) as a 2-liter solution at a temperature of 20 ± 2.5 °C with a pH adjusted using HCl of
7.5 ± 0.1. Sonication was required for the hard water solution.
Table 5.1. Formulations for hard and soft waters used in photocatalyst-TPA assays

Soft

Salt
NaHCO3
CaCl2
MgSO4 ∙ 7 H2O
MgCl2 ∙ 6 H2O
Equivalent as CaCO3

0.75
0.25
---0.25

mmol/L

Hard

Soft

3
1
0.5
----

63.0
27.7
---50.8
50

mg/L

Hard
252.0
110.9
123.2
---150

5.2.2. Standards and Reagents
The following compounds were purchased for the study and used to prepare
various synthetic drinking solutions.

Sodium hydroxide pellets, magnesium chloride
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hexahydrate, and sodium phosphate di-basic anhydrous were purchased from
Mallinckrodt. A concentrated hydrochloric acid solution (32-35%) was purchased from
SCP Science. Sodium bicarbonate, calcium chloride anhydrous, magnesium sulfate
heptahydrate were purchased from Fisher Scientific. Sodium dihydrogen phosphate
dihydrate, P25 titanium dioxide nanoparticles, TPA, and 2-hydroxyterephthalic acid (2hTPA) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 18nm anatase and 30nm rutile titanium
dioxide nanoparticle powders were purchased from US Research Materials, Inc. A
Millipore filtration apparatus was used to prepare all aqueous solutions with high resistivity
water (> 18.2 MΩ and less than 3 ppb dissolved organic matter). Table 5.2. summarizes
key characterization parameters for the TiO2 nanoparticles.
Table 5.2. Physical and chemical properties of the three TiO2 used in this study

a
b

Material
P25
Anatase
Rutile

Rutile: anatase (mol:mol)b
24:76
0:100
100:0

Estimated from Tauc plot of reflectance data
Characterization from manufacturer

Bandgap energy (eV)a
3.66
3.59
3.31

Primary size (nm)b
19 to 21
18
30

5.2.3. Phosphate Buffer
A buffered solution proved to be vital for not only the stability of TPA in solution but
also to maintain the pH, which may affect the photocatalytic rates. Terephthalic acid is
weakly soluble in water and will precipitate in acidic solutions. Therefore, TPA solutions,
TiO2 solutions, distilled, soft, and hard water solutions were all prepared with the addition
of the required amounts of monobasic and dibasic phosphate followed by an adjustment
to a pH of 8 ± 0.05 using a 0.5 M NaOH solution and/or a 0.5 M HCl solution.
5.2.4. UV Irradiation Lamp and Experimental Setup
An 18-watt UV lamp kit (Way Too Cool LLC; Glendale, AZ) can produce light
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centered at different wavelengths. For our application, only the UVB lamp was used and
was installed in the center of the lamp enclosure (in house built) between the two other
lamps. This allowed it to be centered directly over the cuvette for maximum irradiation of
the assay solution. The UVB lamp has a broad emission spectrum from 300 nm to 400
nm centered at 320 nm. This source allows for the excitation of a range of materials with
various bandgaps that are UV excitable (i.e., < 380 nm). The use of a broad light source
provided light for not only the photocatalytic activation of suspended TiO2 but also for the
excitation of 2-hTPA and consequent fluorescence within the solution.
Figure 5.1. illustrates the experimental apparatus that consisted of a fabricated box
that fit the lamp snuggly to prevent stray light from entering the box and to prevent UV
light from escaping. However, the box was not lined with any reflective material. Ozone

Figure 5.1. Experimental apparatus containing UV lamp equipped with 320 nm fluorescent bulb (A), OSB
wooden box to contain experiment (B), quartz cuvette with stir bar (C), cuvette holder (D), VWR low
profile stir plate (E), fiber optic patch cord (F), and portable spectrophotometer (G).
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is a reactive oxygen species produced under UV irradiation and is thought to not directly
react with TPA.194 However, to reduce the opportunity for ozone accumulation and
possible reactions, the bottom of the box had holes as well as a 5-volt USB fan on the
side opposite to the technician for ventilation and to maintain the temperature within the
box. Inside the box, the cuvette holder was placed on a low profile stir plate (VWR catalog
number 10153-690) to allow for mixing of the solution within the cuvette during irradiation.
Holes were drilled in the sides of the box for patch cord passthrough from the cuvette
holder to the detector and for the stir plate’s power cord.
5.2.5. Fluorescence Measurement and Data Processing
The

fluorescent

detector

((FLAME-T-UV-VIS,

Ocean

Optics

Flame

spectrophotometer) had a 200 to 850 nm range. OceanviewTM software was used to
collect all spectra. Within the software, the integration time was set at 100 ms with 20
scans averaged for each reported value. Total time for each measurement was therefore
2 seconds.

These settings helped to reduce noise and increase precision. The

spectrometer was equipped with a 200 µm width slit and a patch cord with a fiber core
size of 600 µm and a length of 250 cm. The slit and fiber core size combination were
ideal for collecting low levels of 2-hTPA fluorescence with acceptable signal to noise
ratios.
To collect the increase in fluorescence over time, the software was setup to
monitor the emission of light at 425 nm (the emission maximum for excited 2-hTPA) and
record measurements every 2 seconds as previously described. This measurement was
automatically saved in real-time to a .txt file for future processing and analysis.
Measurements for the experiments presented herein ranged from 10 minutes to 60
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minutes. After the experiment had been performed and recorded, a moving average was
applied to the fluorescence signal to smooth the signal. This moving average is used in
Figure 5.2. for illustrative purposes and the rate for each experimental run was calculated
using the raw data acquired from the spectrometer. However, as can be seen in Figure
5.2., the moving average used to smooth the data improves the correlation coefficient but
does not change the slope of the linear regression by any appreciable amount.

Figure 5.2. Example of fluorescence intensity data collection and inherent noise introduced via the use of
a small and portable spectrophotometer. The effect of implementing a moving average of the data is
shown as well as the resultant change in linear regression.

To calculate the amount of 2-hTPA formed in the photocatalytic reaction, a
calibration curve for 2-hTPA fluorescence intensity was required.

A standard was

purchased and used to create suspensions of 2-hTPA in phosphate buffered water at a
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pH of 8 similar to the solutions used in the experiments, including distilled, hard, and soft
water. Eleven solutions were made for each water formulation, starting with the blank
and increasing by 100 nanomolar from 100 nM up to 1000nM (or 1 µM). Readings were
taken in the same conditions that the experiments were conducted in, namely, the use of
the UV lamp as an excitation source, the same quartz cuvettes used in the experiment
including stir bar, and the same integration time of 100 ms, 20 scans averaged, and
intensity reading at 425 nm.
5.2.6. Suspension Preparation
TiO2 nanoparticles were weighed using an analytical balance and dispersed in 50
mL of water to produce 50 ppm stock solutions. Each dispersion was sonicated according
to NIST SP 1200-3.141 A BioLogics Model 300VT ultrasonic homogenizer with a probe
equipped with a 19 mm tip was used for the preparation and suspension of TiO2
nanoparticle dispersions. The probe sonicator was calibrated according to NIST standard
protocol 1200-2 to ensure delivered power of 50 watts to each dispersion.140

The

sonicator was operated at a 90% pulsed operation mode for 5 min. After sonication,
dispersions were used immediately in experiments and the remaining dispersion was
either stored in a cabinet away from ambient light or in amber borosilicate glassware to
minimize light exposure.

Stock solutions were stored in this way before use and

experimental solutions were prepared via dilution with a 5mM phosphate-buffered water
of either distilled, soft, or hard variety. The final pH for solutions was 8 ± 0.1.
5.2.7. Photocatalytic Reactivity Experiments
As described, we investigated the photocatalytic reactivity of TiO2 NPs in the
presence of TPA using a UV light source to activate the NPs and excite produced 2-hTPA.
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Each stock suspension was prepared as previously described in either distilled, soft, or
hard water. To prepare the working suspensions, stock TiO2 solutions, a 1 mM TPA stock
solution and buffered water were used. Each working suspension was 10 mL to provide
ample volume for three replicate runs. The final concentration for TPA was 50 µM for all
working suspensions and the final concentration of TiO2 is the same as the reported
concentration in the results. These working suspensions were allowed to equilibrate for
30 minutes in the dark on a tube rocker for mixing (Thermolyne Speci-Mix M26125).
Before each run, the tube was vortexed briefly to ensure oxygen was dissolved into the
solution. Then 2 mL was added to a quartz cuvette containing a magnetic stirrer and
placed in the enclosure. The UV lamp was turned on, the OceanView software set to
record the fluorescence at 425 nm, and the reaction proceeded for 15 minutes. After
conclusion of the experiment, the cuvette was rinsed, cleaned, and prepared for the next
sample. As each set of three replicates required 45 to 50 minutes, the solutions were
prepared at an interval of 1 hour to ensure the equilibration time was the same between
the experiments. A blank experiment was run before any other experiments to ensure
that the cuvette and stir bar had been cleaned sufficiently to remove any adhered or
remaining TiO2 nanoparticles. Each blank run contained the same concentration of TPA
in either distilled, soft, or hard water (all phosphate buffered) but without nanoparticles.
5.2.8. Bandgap Energy Measurement
To further understand the possible reasons behind the differing photocatalytic
reactivities of the three TiO2 nanomaterials used in this study, the bandgap for each
material was estimated using a Tauc plot collected via reflection.195 A
reflection/backscatter probe purchased from Ocean Optics was used to collect
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reflectance spectra for each material used in the study. A high reflectivity standard was
used to calibrate the Ocean Optics Flame spectrophotometer. The reflectance standard
had a PTFE diffusing material with >98% reflectivity in the range of 250 to1500 nm. The
bandgap was calculated following the procedure outlined by Lopez and Gomez using
(F(R)

E)2 for indirect allowed transitions.

5.2.9. Kinetics of 2-hTPA Production and Steady-state Hydroxyl Radical
Concentration
As reported by Bi and Westerhoff77, the results presented herein show that the
reaction rate of 2-hTPA formation follows zero-order kinetics when TPA is in excess within
the solution. Referring to Figure 5.2., the increase in fluorescence is highly linear with an
R2 coefficient of 0.9989 after smoothing for that particular experiment. Most experiments
besides those at low concentrations with a high level of noise had very similar coefficients.
Figure 5.3. shows a schematic diagram of the TPA hydroxylation reaction and
hydroxyl radical production mechanism by UV irradiated TiO2 and the change in
fluorescence exhibited over time due to 2-hTPA production. The emission of 2-hTPA
exhibits a maximum (λmax) at 425 nm. As a result of the highly sensitive nature of

Figure 5.3. Mechanistic diagram of TPA hydroxylation and 2-hTPA formation via the hydroxyl radical
production by irradiated photocatalytic nanoparticles.
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fluorescence measurements, the concentration of TiO2 can be detected at ppb
concentrations. However, to calculate and compare various TiO2 NPs to one another and
in different water matrices, it is essential to calculate not only the rate of 2-hTPA
production over time but also the steady-state concentration of hydroxyl radicals (M),
[HO•]SS. As proposed by Page et al., the calculation of the zero-order rate constant is
shown in Equation 1.189
𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 =

𝑑𝑑[2-ℎ𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇]

𝑘

,

𝑇𝑃𝐴 𝐻𝑂 ∙

𝑌

(5.1.)

kOH, TPA is the rate constant of TPA hydroxylation by hydroxyl radicals (M-1 s-1) within the
solution. This value was previously determined by Page et al. via γ radiolysis of water to
be 4.4 × 109 M-1 s-1. In the same study, Y, which is the yield of 2-hTPA via TPA hydroxyl
attack, was determined to be 0.35 or 35%.189 [TPA] is the beginning concentration of TPA
in moles, which for this study is 5 × 10-5 M. Finally, kapp is the zero-order rate constant of
2-hTPA generation or as shown here, the change in 2-hTPA over the change in time.
To solve for the steady-state hydroxyl concentration, Equation 5.1. can be rewritten as
shown in Equation 5.2.:
𝐻𝑂 ∙

(5.2.)

,

Parameters in Equation 5.2. are known or determined from experimental
measurements (kapp), and thus enable calculation of [HO•]SS. To obtain kapp, the 2-hTPA
calibration curve is required to know the change in fluorescence due to the change in 2hTPA concentration. The slope of the calibration provides a conversion factor between
the fluorescence and 2-hTPA concentration at any given point in an experiment. Figure
5.4. shows the calibration curve of 2-hTPA fluorescence in distilled water. The slope of
the linear regression calculated can be thought of as
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-

, where FI is the fluorescence

intensity. Likewise, the increase in fluorescence intensity in each experimental run is
Therefore, dividing

by

yields

-

.

, which is equal to kapp.

Figure 5.4. Calibration curve for 2-hTPA fluorescence in distilled water. The broadband UV lamp with a
maximum of 320nm was used as the excitation source and the fluorescence intensity was recorded at
425 nm.

5.3. Results and Discussion
5.3.1. Summary of Results
The efficacy and usefulness of the 2-hTPA photocatalytic reactivity assay can be
determined by comparing the limit of detection (LOD) and the limit of quantitation (LOQ)
for each nanoparticle in each water matrix used. A series of calibration experiments were
performed to calculate LOD and LOQ values. The LOD and LOQ values were then
calculated using the standard deviation of the lowest concentration tested as shown in
Equations 5.3. and 5.4.:
𝐿𝑂𝐷
𝐿𝑂𝑄
where 𝜎

|

,

|

|

,

|

(5.3.)
(5.4.)

is the standard deviation of the rate of 2-hTPA production for the lowest
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concentration tested and 𝑘

,

is the production rate of 2-hTPA per concentration

of TiO2 suspended in solution which is the slope of the linear fit for all the runs tested for
a specific NP/water matrix combination as shown in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5. Photocatalytic assay results for P25 TiO2 in distilled water for 10 minutes (A) and 15 minutes
(B), soft water for 10 minutes (C) and 15 minutes (D), and hard water for 10 minutes (E) 15 minutes (F).
Error bars show the 95% confidence interval for each mean of three replicates.
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In Table 5.3., the LOD and LOQ values are listed for 10 min experimental runs and
15 min experimental runs. In the case of P25 nanoparticles, the LOD ranges from as low
as 0.6 ppb and 3.1 ppb for 15 min runs in distilled and soft water, respectively, up to 96
ppb for a 10-minute run in hard water. For anatase, the LOD and LOQ were similar to
those found for P25 in distilled and soft water but a magnitude higher likely due to the
reduced photocatalytic activity displayed by anatase as compared to P25. Rutile had a
much higher LOD and LOQ, in the 0.5 to 4 ppm range, due to the substantially decreased
photocatalytic reactivity of rutile. The detection limits for P25 in distilled and soft water
are comparable to those obtained from ICP-OES after acid digestion, but higher than
those obtained from ICP-MS.196 Additionally, the presented method does not require the
expense of an ICP-OES or the required expertise. However, the respectable LOD rises
quickly with increasing concentrations of dissolved inorganic compounds.
Table 5.3. Summary of results for each nanoparticle and water formulation tested in this study including
limit of detection (LOD) for each method and limit of quantitation (LOQ).

10 min

15 min

k2-hTPA, TiO2

k2-hTPA, TiO2

Distilled

0.0728

0.0644

4.7

16

0.6

1.9

Soft

0.0565

0.0578

3.4

11

3.1

10

Hard

0.0115

0.0120

96

319

64

214

Anatase

Distilled

0.0188

0.0067

14

46

39

131

Rutile

Distilled

0.0008

0.0003

454 1510

1110

3690

TiO2
Nanoparticle

Matrix

P25

10 min
LOD
(ppb)

15 min

LOQ
(ppb)

LOD
(ppb)

LOQ
(ppb)

The difference in photocatalytic activity, and therefore HOss production is, in part,
due to rutile being a direct band gap semiconductor while anatase is an indirect band gap
semiconductor. The photo-excited electrons and consequent holes in indirect band gap
anatase would possess a longer lifetime than those in direct bandgap semiconductors
such as rutile, which would extend the amount of ROS production time before
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recombination as shown in Figure 5.3.197,198 The differences in measured band gaps
(Table 5.2.) would not necessarily affect the results as the energies of the emitted light
used in the experiment were sufficient to excite electrons within each material. In a
drinking water treatment scenario, a calibration curve would be developed using the
actual commercial or proprietary TiO2 used in the drinking water device.

Thus, a

calibration curve for this specific TiO2 material could be readily developed. The data
presented in Table 5.3. suggest that the proposed photocatalytic assay can detect TiO2
NPs in treated drinking water as well as ultrapure distilled water in a simple and
repeatable manner.
There was interference imparted by inorganic compounds dissolved in soft and
hard water in these experiments. The rate of 2-hTPA production over 10 minutes,
𝑘

,

, in soft water decreased by 22.4% as compared to P25 in distilled water, and

in hard water decreased by 84.2% as compared to P25 in distilled water.

These

interferences and lower 2-hTPA production consequently increased the detection limits
and introduced higher deviation into the acquired data. Multiple factors could influence
the reduced value of 𝑘

,

. This could include photo-aggregation of TiO2 due to

localized charging and presence of divalent cations (e.g., calcium)162, wherein the
aggregate has less TiO2 surface area exposed to UV light. Additionally, the lower steadystate hydroxyl radical concentration is in part due to the formation of other radical ions in
water including chloride and sulfate. According to Burns et al., sulfate ions that are bound
to the surface of TiO2 could react with the valence band holes or, alternatively, to a
hydroxyl radical and form a sulfate radical.199
SO

–

h → ∙ SO –
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SO

–

∙ OH → ∙ SO –

OH–

Similarly, chloride ions in solution can also interference with hydroxyl radical production
by a similar mechanism as reported by Lutze et al.200
Cl –
Cl –

h → ∙ Cl

∙ OH → ∙ Cl

OH–

These processes would lead to competitive interference with not only hydroxyl radical
production but also the reaction of hydroxyl radicals with TPA to form 2-hTPA.
Furthermore, the increased amount of inorganic ions within solution could block active
sites on TiO2 nanoparticles leading to decreased production of hydroxyl radicals
overall.201
5.3.1. Agreement with Previously Published Results
Bi and Westerhoff77 used multi-well plates for a high-throughput method of
quantifying the photocatalytic reactivity of nanoparticles in water. That study used not
only terephthalic acid, but also methyl orange, methylene blue, and NADH to determine
the photocatalytic activity of certain nanoparticles. While similar, our study exploits the
photocatalytic activity of nanoparticles to quantify the mass concentration in solution
rather than quantifying their reactivity. The multi-well plate method, while superior in
throughput and the number of samples that can be analyzed concurrently, lacked the
ability to record real-time changes in the fluorescence increase of produced 2-hTPA in
solution. The well plate method required irradiation, followed by a brief pause to move
the plate to a fluorescent plate reader, and then back to the light source for irradiation.
This pause may result in a reported steady state hydroxyl radical concentration different
than the actual concentration. Furthermore, the short pathlength in the 96-well plates
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restricted the study to concentrations > 1 ppm and limited the dynamic range.
The method presented here, while only allowing one sample to be studied at a
time, provides a method for continuous irradiation and continuous monitoring of 2-hTPA
fluorescence. Additionally, the well plate method lacked a way to mix the contents of
each well for thorough mixing, which may lead to sedimentation of nanoparticles at
elevated concentrations or upon photo-aggregation. The online and real-time analysis of
photocatalytic reactivity presented here is a superior method to sampling a test solution
at intervals, which requires shutting off the light source for a period of time so as not to
irradiate the scientist conducting the experiment. Our method has the capability to be
used in a variety of photocatalytic experiments whenever the degradation of model
pollutants is required.

Figure 5.6. shows that the solid-state hydroxyl radical

concentration for this work and the Bi and Westerhoff study have good agreement, and
therefore validates the device and method developed here. Using the solid-state hydroxyl

Figure 5.6. Measured steady state hydroxyl radical concentration using Equation 5.2. for P25 in distilled
water after a 15-min run time. Blue squares and blue trendline are from this study while the orange circles
and orange trendline are from the Bi and Westerhoff study.
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radical concentration is the best metric for comparing similar studies since it pertains
directly to the creation of hydroxyl radicals from photocatalytic materials and not to a
reaction of hydroxyl radicals and another molecule. HOSS concentration can also enable
comparison between studies such as this one using TPA and others that calculate HOSS
from the degradation rates of other molecules such as methylene blue.202

5.4. Conclusion
We have shown that a simple, rapid, and affordable method and device can be
developed for quantifying and detecting TiO2 nanoparticles in water. The findings agree
with prior work using 96-well plate reader technology. The method presented here is
sufficiently sensitive when detecting TiO2 nanoparticles in the low parts per billion range
and uses commercially available reagents.

The method described here employs

terephthalic acid as a hydroxyl radical scavenger and consequent fluorescent probe upon
creation of 2-hydroxyterephthalic acid.

This procedure is aimed at detecting

nanoparticles in treated drinking water to monitor and demonstrate negligible release from
drinking water devices. Given background titanium concentrations of 1 to 10 ppb, our
device has detection limits adequate to differentiate released TiO2 from background
levels. For example, in one study we observed up to 100 ppb of TiO2, detected using ICPMS, for a TiO2 system with a ceramic membrane, when the system was not operating to
full capacity (i.e., only two of four UV lamps were operational).162 The background,
influent water to the TiO2 system, was ~8 ppb. Our device shown herein would have
readily detected 100 ppb of TiO2 in the TiO2 system effluent.
Future work will focus on the application of this method to environmental waters
including lakes and rivers, and possibly to wastewater streams entering and exiting
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wastewater treatment plants. This method could also be applied to other photocatalytic
nanomaterials such as zinc oxide, but the detection limits would be wholly reliable on the
reactivity of said materials. Whereas the TiO2 composition (i.e., crystallinity) is known for
engineered treatment systems that employ TiO2 and calibration curves can be readily
developed to detect release of the TiO2, such may not be the case for detection of
“unknown” TiO2 in rivers – which may have originated from stormwater runoff, reactional
use of the water by bathers wearing sunscreens, treated wastewater discharges, or other
sources. These releases are predicted to result in TiO2 concentrations of 0.53 ppb in
surface waters and 16 ppb in sewage treatment plant effluent.203 Each source of TiO2
may have different crystal structures or even surface coatings (e.g., alumina or silica
oxides or PEG coatings that are used on sunscreens), which influence photoreactivity. In
applying our device to these samples, the intent is to understand potential ecological
impact from “photocatalytic processes”, rather than quantifying a mass concentration of
TiO2. Such indirect measurements are common in environmental analysis, where the
process or outcome is more important than mass concentrations of individual pollutants.
In such cases, surrogate assays are often used, and the response recorded as equivalent
units. Two examples include estrogenic activity from bioassays or algal toxin activity from
receptor binding assays, wherein final activity is reported in equivalent units (e.g., EE2
equivalents/L or microcystin-LR equivalents/L).

In the same way, we recommend

reporting photocatalytic activity as mgP25-TiO2 equivalents/L when using our device. A
similar approach has been taken for reporting chemical redox activity of nanoparticles in
water (e.g., mg of 50 nm gold-NP equivalents / L).76,204 Overall, the assay presented here
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is a reliable, sufficiently sensitive, and accurate method for detecting TiO2 nanoparticles
in water using affordable and portable instrumentation.
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Chapter 6 : Single particle ICP-MS analysis on the aging of P25, rutile,
and anatase titanium dioxide nanoparticles in agitated simulated
drinking water matrices without sonication
6.1. Introduction
Engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) are widely used in consumer products,
commercial activities, and industrial processes.205 These materials are often finely tuned
to have well controlled properties for specific applications. One application that has drawn
increased attention is their application to water treatment.29,206,207

Water treatment

devices have been nano-enabled for more than a decade with promising results.31,208,209
These devices promise to have higher efficiency using lower amounts of active materials
and can be tuned for specific pollutants and feed waters. This is possible due to the
chemical and physical properties unique to nano-sized materials. These materials have
increased surface area to volume for increased activity, for example, maximum
adsorption capacity or photocatalytic reactivity. 210,211
Due to the ever-increasing use of nanomaterials in industry and consumer
products, ENMs will inevitably be released into the environment.1

Some of these

materials are known to be toxic to aquatic organisms and mammals.86,212–215 In the realm
of drinking water treatment, these materials could be released by nano-enabled devices
through either free particle release, immobilization failure, or through aging effects.
However, the concentration of these released materials in the environment will be very
low and recent publications show a concentration of < 1 µg L-1 or 1 part per billion.169,174,216
However, release of materials into drinking water streams from nano-enabled devices
may be a magnitude higher.

Not only could this lead to ingestion of materials by
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consumers but possible transformation of materials while in storage within water heaters,
pressure vessels, pipes, etc. These water matrices can be extremely complex and
include not only inorganic compounds but also dissolved organic matter and microbes.
Research into nanoparticle transformation water matrices are often limited by the
capabilities of analytical instrumentation, including complex sample preparation for
methods such as electron microscopy, detection limits in instruments, such as inductively
coupled plasma – optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES), and often require extensive
data analysis.123 To properly characterize the materials used, multiple methods are often
required to measure the aggregation or dissolution kinetics, size over time, and changes
in chemical composition.217–219 However, many of these methods require much higher
concentrations of ENMs than is environmentally relevant on the scale of 50 µg L-1 to 500
µg L-1, depending on the method.220,221 These concentrations are significantly higher than
expected in product water from particles lost from water treatment devices and will
therefore skew dissolution or transformation results. Some of these changes include
increased nanoparticle to nanoparticle interactions and higher ENM to dissolved inorganic
solid ratios. Previous studies have explored nanoparticle transformation at 100 µg L-1
and shown the changes to be different from studies at 1000 µg L-1.222,223 At present, no
study has been published on the transformations of titanium dioxide ENMs at
concentrations that are not only environmentally relevant but also relevant to the
incidental release of materials into drinking water from nano-enabled water treatment
devices.
This work uses single particle inductively coupled mass spectrometry (sp-ICP-MS)
to quantify changes in three types of titanium dioxide nanoparticles. These changes
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include size, size distribution, and the particle concentration over two weeks at realistic
concentrations. The three materials used in this study include Aeroxide P25, which is a
mixture of two crystalline states of TiO2, rutile and anatase, while the remaining two are
pure rutile or pure anatase. The work presented here explores the transformations in
simulated drinking water matrices of soft and hard varieties including ultrapure distilled
water.

6.2. Experimental
6.2.1. Nanoparticles
The P25 nanoparticles used in this study were purchased from Sigma Aldrich
and 18 nm anatase and 30 nm rutile were purchased from US Research Materials, Inc.
P25 nanoparticles are a mixture of the two crystalline structures, rutile and anatase, but
in a mix between 70:30 and 80:20 mole to mole ratio as rutile : anatase. P25 NPs from
Sigma Aldrich were used after suspension and dilution between 5

104 and 4

105

particles mL-1 for experiments. The corresponding solution concentrations were
approximately 3 to 25 ppb (µg L-1). Anatase NPs from US Research Materials, Inc.
were used after suspension and dilution between 2

104 and 1

105 particles mL-1 for

experiments. The corresponding solution concentrations were approximately 1 to 8 ppb
(µg L-1). Rutile NPs were used after suspension and dilution between 7

103 and 2

104 particles mL-1 for experiments. The corresponding solution concentrations were
approximately 0.5 to 4 ppb (µg L-1). Table 6.1. displays some relevant characteristics of
the three TiO2 nanoparticles used in this study.
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Table 6.1. Physical properties of the three TiO2 nanoparticles used in this study

Material
P25
Anatase
Rutile

Rutile: anatase (mol:mol)
24:76
0:100
100:0

Density (g/cm3)
3.87
3.78
4.23

Primary size (nm)
19 to 21
18
30

6.2.2. Water Matrices
To determine how various water matrices affect size and particle concentration of
suspended nanoparticles over time, distilled water, a synthetic soft water, and a synthetic
hard water were used in the experiments. The synthetic soft water formulation was
composed of calcium chloride, sodium bicarbonate, and magnesium chloride salts. The
synthetic hard water formulation was composed of calcium chloride, sodium bicarbonate,
and magnesium sulfate salts.224 Soft water had a total dissolved solid (TDS) of 141.6
mg/L with an equivalent of 50 mg/L as CaCO3 using Equation 6.1.193 Hard water had a
TDS of 486.3 mg/L or the equivalent of 150 mg/L as CaCO3. The amount of each salt in
mg/L and mM is shown in Table 6.2. Ultrapure water was used to prepare the soft and
hard water solutions (> 18.2 MΩ) with a pH adjusted using HCl of 7.5 ± 0.1 at a
temperature of 20 ± 2.5 °C.
𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂

2.5

𝐶𝑎

4.1

𝑀𝑔

(6.1.)

Table 6.2. Formulations for hard and soft waters used in the TiO2 aging study

Salt
NaHCO3
CaCl2
MgSO4 ∙ 7 H2O
MgCl2 ∙ 6 H2O
Equivalent as CaCO3

Soft

Hard

Soft

mmol/L
0.75
0.25
---0.25

Hard
mg/L

3
1
0.5
----
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63.0
27.7
---50.8
50

252.0
110.9
123.2
---150

6.2.3. Single Particle Inductively Coupled-Plasma Mass Spectrometry (spICP-MS)
All spICP-MS data was collected using a Perkin Elmer NexION 1000 ICP Mass
Spectrometer in single particle mode using the Syngistix Nano Application Module within
the Syngistix software. The sample uptake rate over 2 weeks varied from 0.293 to 0.268
mL min-1. Instrument conditions for data acquisition were set at a dwell time of 100 µs,
an acquisition time of 120 s and an RF power of 1600 W. The transport efficiency also
varied over the two-week time period from 8.73% down to 6.57%. The measured analytes
for titanium were 49Ti and for gold, 197Au.
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Ti is not the most abundant isotope of titanium

but is used by the instrument to prevent isobaric interferences for the most prevalent
isotope of titanium 48Ti from 48Ca.225 The Nano Application in Syngistix reported particle
concentration, particle size, mean size, most frequent size, and the concentration of
dissolved (ionic) species in solution.
Solutions were sampled directly after being removed from their place on an
incubator/shaker. The sample uptake probe was dipped in a water rinse solution and
before sampling to prevent acidification of samples by remaining nitric acid from the wash
solution. A one-minute wash cycle was performed between each sample to clean the
introduction system before each measurement. The rinse cycle guaranteed the removal
of inorganic salts in each solution from the instrument and sampling system to prevent an
inadvertent buildup of salts that could not only clog the nebulizer and sample introduction
system but could alter the transport efficiency. The wash cycle used a 2 to 3 % nitric acid
solution followed by a short immersion in distilled water that was replaced daily.
In spICP-MS analysis, the instrument measures one element at a time with settling
time between elements to change the quadrupole and QID for the next element.
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However, in this experiment, only titanium was analyzed so the settling time was 0 µs.
The Nano application estimated particle size for each material and calculated the
corresponding particle concentration, mean size, and most frequent size for each sample.
A straightforward calculation was used to determine the mass concentration for each
sample as changes in particle concentration can be misleading when combined with
changes in mean size. The calculation for mass concentration is as follows:
𝐶
where 𝐶

𝜋

(6.2.)

𝜌𝑁

is the mass concentration for the nanoparticles in each sample, 𝑑 is the

calculated mean diameter size for the nanoparticles, 𝜌 is the nanoparticle density for each
nanoparticle (as shown in Table 6.1.), and 𝑁

is the number concentration of

nanoparticles calculated by the Nano software for each sample.226
6.2.4. Standards
Ionic gold and titanium standards with concentrations of 1, 5, 10, and 20 µg L-1
were used for the ionic calibration of titanium and for the transport efficiency calculation
for gold nanospheres. Titanium ionic standards were diluted using 2 to 3% nitric acid and
gold ionic standards were diluted using 2 to 3% hydrochloric acid. 60 nm Au NPs were
purchased from Nanocomposix (NanoXact Citrate coated Gold Nanospheres) and used
to calculate the transport efficiency of the instrument sampling system at a particle
concentration of 1.5

105 particles mL-1.227,228

6.2.5. Experimental Sample Preparation
As previously mentioned, experiments were performed in two synthetic water
formulations and in distilled water. Each solution containing nanoparticles and soft, hard,
or distilled water had an initial volume of 50 mL and were stored in VWR PerformR High
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Performance Centrifuge tubes. The tubes are made of polypropylene and a polyethylene
cap. The conditions of the experiment including temperature, light/dark cycles and
agitation using a REVCO incubator shaker in an environmental growth chamber on a 16/8
h light dark cycle at 22 °C and equipped with photosynthetic lamps.

While these

conditions may mimic environmental conditions229,230 and not necessarily the conditions
in drinking water storage and production, they were chosen to maintain consistency
Table 6.3. Nanoparticle, matrix, and starting concentration combinations used in experiments. All
solutions were produced in triplicate 50 mL samples.

Particle

Matrix

Mass Conc. (µg L-1)

P25

Distilled Water

3
13
25
3
13
25
3
13
25
1
5
8
1
5
8
1
5
8
0.5
2
4
0.5
2
4
0.5
2
4

Soft Water

Hard Water

Anatase

Distilled Water

Soft Water

Hard Water

Rutile

Distilled Water

Soft Water

Hard Water
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Number Conc. (particles mL-1)
5
2
4
5
2
4
5
2
4
2
6
1
2
6
1
2
6
1
7
1
2
7
1
2
7
1
2

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

across the samples and across the time period required.

Samples were in 50 mL

centrifuge tubes and were placed horizontally on the shaker to allow for agitation across
the test tube. Experiments were performed in triplicate for each nanoparticle in each
water matrix and for each concentration as listed in Table 6.3. Test tubes were sampled
at time intervals of 0, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120, 144, 168, 192, and 216 hours. Each sampling
event consumed about 1.5 mL of sample so over the 2-week period 16.5 mL was lost
from each sample or a loss of about a third by the end of the study. Samples were
removed from the shaker and environmental chamber in sets of nine tubes, analyzed,
and returned to the shaker.

6.3. Results and Discussion
Particle size and number concentration for titanium dioxide nanoparticles were
monitored over two weeks to determine the degree of transformation in each respective
water matrix. These transformations may include homo-aggregation or heteroaggregation, dissolution, or loss of nanoparticle by adherence to tube walls.
Aggregation was exhibited by an increase in particle size accompanied by a decrease in
particle concentration and dissolution could be detected by the increase of dissolved
nanoparticles in the single particle results. However, loss of nanoparticles to
sedimentation or adherence to tube walls is not easily detected and may have been
reversible through sonication.140
6.3.1. P25 Concentration Dependence in Distilled, Soft, and Hard Waters
P25 nanoparticles were prepared with three distinct initial concentrations of
5

10 , 2

10 , and 4

10 . Similar recent experiments used concentrations similar

to the highest concentration used here for dissolution and aggregation studies.222,231,232
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The lower end on the concentration range was selected as being environmentally
relevant and also relevant to the slow release potential of nanoparticles from water
treatment devices. As shown in Figure 6.1., the concentration for each water
formulation didn’t affect the changes in part size, mean size, and particle mass

Figure 6.1. Most frequent particle size, mean particle size, and particle mass remaining in dispersion for
P25 nanoparticles in distilled water (A), soft water (B), and hard water (C). For P25 NPs, low refers to a
concentration of 3 ppb, mid refers to 13 ppb, and high refers to 25 ppb.
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remaining as much as the water formulation did. Interestingly, as the remaining mass of
particles in solution decreased, the most frequent particle size skewed towards
approximately 80 nm for particles in all water formulations. However, mean particle size
decreased rapidly towards 80 nm for distilled and hard water formulations but not for
soft water formulations. Nanoparticles in distilled and soft water had a higher mean
particle size and most frequent particle size for low concentrations than mid or high
concentrations. This is likely due to increased agglomeration for higher concentrations
of nanoparticles due to the higher likelihood of particle-particle interactions.
When comparing the highest concentration in each water formulation, shown in
Figure 6.2., water hardness had a significant effect on particle loss with the mass of
particles remaining in hard water dropping precipitously followed by soft and then
distilled water suspensions. However, most frequent particle size for each matrix
followed a similar pattern and settled in around 80 nm. Mean particle size followed a
similar trend to particle mass remining in suspension likely due to falling particle
numbers and therefore lower opportunity for agglomeration. By the end of the study, an
equal percentage of particles were longer suspended in all water formulations and final
mass concentration was between 0.2 and 0.7 ppb.

Figure 6.2. Comparison of most frequent particle size, mean particle size, and particle mass remaining in
dispersion for P25 nanoparticles in distilled, soft, and hard water at a concentration of 25 ppb only.
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6.3.2. Anatase Concentration Dependence
The initial concentration of anatase nanoparticles were 2
1

10 , 6

10 , and

10 corresponding to mass concentrations of 1, 4, and 8 µg/L. Similar trends were

observed for anatase nanoparticles as in P25 nanoparticles except that the lowest

Figure 6.3. Most frequent particle size, mean particle size, and particle mass remaining in dispersion for
anatase nanoparticles in distilled water (A), soft water (B), and hard water (C). For anatase NPs, low
refers to a concentration of 1 ppb, mid refers to 5 ppb, and high refers to 8 ppb.
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concentration in each water formulation did not follow the general trend of the next
highest concentrations except in soft water. For distilled water, the lowest concentration
had higher most frequent particle size, mean particle size, and particle mass remaining
over time. For hard water, the lowest mass concentration followed the same trends as
the mid and high concentrations in most frequent particle size and mean particle size
but not in the particle mass remaining. 42% of the starting mass concentration
remained suspended in hard water for the lowest concentration at the conclusion of the
study as opposed to 12% for the middle concentration and 6% for the highest
concentration.
In comparing the highest concentration, 8 ppb, in each water formulation, a
similar trend is seen to that of P25 as shown in Figure 6.4. The particle mass remaining
dropped quickly for each suspension, but soft water had a more gradual decline. By the
end of the study, however, only 12% of the beginning mass concentration of particles
was remaining for soft water, as compared to 6% and 3% for suspensions in hard and
distilled water, respectively. Mean particle size also remained higher on average for
suspensions in soft water and this is likely due to more interactions between the
particles as the remaining concentration of particles remaining elevated.

Figure 6.4. Comparison of most frequent particle size, mean particle size, and particle mass remaining in
dispersion for anatase nanoparticles in distilled, soft, and hard water at a concentration of 8 ppb only.
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6.3.3. Rutile Concentration Dependence
The initial concentration of rutile nanoparticles for the studied suspensions were
7

10 , 1

10 , and 2

10 corresponding to mass concentrations of 0.5, 2, and 4

µg/L. Rutile nanoparticle trends in most frequent size, mean size, and particle mass

Figure 6.5. Most frequent particle size, mean particle size, and particle mass remaining in dispersion for
rutile nanoparticles in distilled water (A), soft water (B), and hard water (C). For rutile NPs, low refers to a
concentration of 0.5 ppb, mid refers to 2 ppb, and high refers to 4 ppb.
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remaining suspended better matched the trends observed for anatase particles than for
P25. However, the lowest concentration in each water formulation continually showed
higher fractions of particles remaining suspended than the other particles. For hard
water, the percentage of particles in suspension had a minimum value of 68% and was
at 79% at the conclusion of the study. In distilled and soft water, the mean particle sizes
for the lowest concentrations were consistently lower than the higher concentrations
which indicates lower agglomeration and may explain the higher percentage of particles
remaining suspended.
In comparing the highest concentration, 4 ppb, for each water formulation,
particles suspended in soft water had a higher mean particle size but also had a higher
percentage of particles remaining suspended. As seen in other particle/water
combinations as the percentage of particles remaining suspended decreased, mean
particle size likewise decreased. This is likely due to less particle interactions as
particle concentration decreased. The comparison between water matrices using the
highest concentration of rutile nanoparticles is shown in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6. Comparison of most frequent particle size, mean particle size, and particle mass remaining in
dispersion for rutile nanoparticles in distilled, soft, and hard water at a concentration of 4 ppb only.

6.3.4. Particle Loss via Dissolution, Aggregation, and Adherence to Tube Walls
It is evident from the data presented thus far that particles were lost from
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suspension through either dissolution, agglomeration and consequent sedimentation, or
adherence to the walls of the polypropylene tubes. Throughout the study, the
concentration of dissolved titanium ions was measured continuously by the spICP-MS
instrument and no detectable increase was observed throughout the study. This

Figure 6.7. Comparison of most frequent particle size, mean particle size, and particle mass remaining in
dispersion for P25, anatase, and rutile nanoparticles in distilled water (A), soft water (B), and hard water
(C). Particle concentration (particles/mL) was 5 x 104 for P25, 2 x 104 for anatase, and 1 x 104 for rutile.
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indicates that TiO2 nanoparticles are very stable in suspension when referring to
dissolution. However, the particles are not remaining suspended. It would stand to
reason that increased ionic strength of the suspension solution may cause irreversible
aggregation but even suspensions in distilled water had particle loss over time. It is for
this reason that adherence to tube walls may cause particle loss over time. However,
greater particle loss was observed as ionic strength increased as shown in Figure 6.7.
when comparing the three particles for each water formulation. One possible
mechanism for particle loss may be coprecipitation without inorganic salts that are
precipitating from solution over time. Coprecipitation is a common method for
preconcentration of nanoparticles before analysis or to separate particulate forms of an
element from dissolved forms.233 It is likely that some nanoparticles inadvertently
coprecipitated with inorganic salts and did not resuspend on the shaker. Sonication
may have been successful in resuspending and recovering nanoparticles from tube
walls or sediments, but that procedure was not explored in this study.

6.4. Conclusion and Future Studies
This study examined the influence of dissolved inorganics on three types of
nanoparticles in polypropylene test tubes, however, the influence of dissolved organics
on particle size and number concentration was not examined. Furthermore, for aging
studies such as these, it may be wise to use glass beakers instead of plastic containers
as the loss of nanoparticles may not be as great. It is difficult to model nanoparticles in
real world waters when the container itself affects the suspension. Other issues with
this study include the failure to measure transport efficiency in the additional water
matrices, soft and hard water. Other studies have shown effects on the transport
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efficiency due to the viscosity of the dispersion medium.219 Lastly, the effect of
sonication was not evaluated in this study but bath or probe sonication may prove
beneficial for recovering adhered particles.
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Chapter 7 : Conclusion
In this dissertation, titanium dioxide nanoparticles were modified with a wide
assortment of organic ligands as chelators to improve the surface charge, hydrodynamic
diameter, and dispersion characteristics. Dimercaptosuccinic acid, mercaptosuccinic
acid, and citric acid had the best effect on not only increasing the ζ-potential of the
measured nanoparticle dispersions but also decreasing their agglomeration and
sedimentation. These findings may be useful in developing paints and coatings with
dispersed titanium dioxide nanoparticles or to improve or retain nanoparticle properties
for photocatalytic or other chemical processes such as in water treatment.
As the use of nanoparticles increases across all industries, their inadvertent
release may also increase. In water treatment devices, nano-enabled processes are
being investigated to increase efficiency and selectivity. It is vital to ensure that no
nanoparticles are lost from these devices into produced water. Loss prevention is not
only important for device sustainability but also for the safety of consumers. It is for this
reason that a TiO2 detection assay was developed using terephthalic acid as a hydroxyl
radical scavenger and fluorescent probe. Using this assay, P25 nanoparticles can be
detected at concentrations lower than 10 µg/L using a portable and relatively inexpensive
method.

To date, this method has only been applied to simulate drinking water

formulations but could be adapted to environmental water samples for preliminary testing
in future studies.
Finally, the aging, transformation, and particle loss due to aggregation,
sedimentation, or container adherence was explored using single particle inductively
coupled mass spectrometry. Using three types of nanoparticles, the loss of particles from
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suspension over 200 hours was measured as well as mean and most frequent particle
sizes. This study showed that TiO2 nanoparticles do not dissolve in suspension over this
time period but rather agglomerate and are lost from suspension via two primary
mechanisms, sedimentation or co-precipitation with inorganic salts, or adherence to
container walls. This study may help researchers understand how particles transform
over time, are removed from suspension, or adhered to the inner walls of pipes, plumbing,
or water storage containers. Suffice it to say that nanoparticles are not physically or
chemically inert but can change over time according to their environment.
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